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Editorial
Charles Konia, M.D.

The Psychiatric Epidemiologist

Epidemiology is the branch of medicine dealing with the factors (and

their relationship) that determine the frequency and distribution of

infectious diseases. Psychiatric epidemiology began as a branch of the

medical sciences with the discovery of the emotional plague, an illness

that differs from other contagious diseases in that it consists of both

emotional (psychiatric) as well as infectious (medical) components. It

was discovered by Wilhelm Reich, M.D., a physician who was well versed

in both constituents of the illness. The discovery of the emotional

plague extends the field of epidemiology from the medical into the

psychiatric realm.

However, there is one important difference between medical and

psychiatric epidemiology and that has to do with understanding the

difference between medical and psychiatric illness. Medical diseases

involve component/somatic disturbances of the individual whereas

psychiatric diseases involve whole/psychic disturbances. Thus, the

nature of the vector or carrier that transfers the infective agent from

one person to another in medical disease and in psychiatric

manifestations of the plague is different. In medical disease, the carrier

of the pathogen (i.e., virus, bacteria or protozoa), when not a person,

is an arthropod such as a flea, tick or mosquito. The method of transfer

of the disease and the manifestations of the infection are confined to

the somatic realm. These are component functions of the organism. In

the case of the emotional plague, the method of transfer is through the

emotional interaction of one person, the vector, with another and the

manifestations of the disease are in the psychic realm which constitutes

whole functions.

Although the emotional plague has not been recognized as an

illness, its existence, or at least its manifestations have been
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recognized and written about by lay people throughout human

history. Quite simply, it could not be comprehended as a disease until

the pathology of emotional life was sufficiently understood. With

Wilhelm Reich’s discovery of character and muscular armor, it was

finally possible to comprehend the emotional plague as a true

contagious psychiatric disorder.

However, because there is no generally recognized scientific and

medical understanding and acceptance of the reality of the plague, his

discovery has had little effect in curbing its social destructiveness.

Before the emotional plague can be contained it must first be

recognized by a sufficient number of people functioning as psychiatric

epidemiologists who have the necessary armamentarium to combat it.

Unfortunately, even among those who recognize the existence of

the emotional plague, many lack the competence required to effectively

oppose it. The levels of individual competency dealing with any

emotional plague situation encountered in daily life can be classified

from lowest to highest on the following scale:1

Intentionally Incompetent: These are individuals who recognize the

existence of the plague and its destructiveness and clearly know their

incompetence, but lack even the slightest bit of motivation or courage

to improve their skills to fight it. They avoid training out of fear, e.g., of

being attacked themselves, publicly exposing themselves to ridicule or

censure. This group cannot be helped due to their severe degree of

immobilization.

Unconsciously Incompetent: Individuals in this group do not know that

they are incompetent because they have little or no experience or

training in opposing the plague. Additionally, they have not been

exposed to a plague attack which would clearly demonstrate their

incompetence. Examples can be found everywhere. They include the

individual who has a friend or co-worker who was the victim of a plague

attack or someone who narrowly missed being a target of an attack

simply by a chance occurrence. Individuals who belong to this group

1Adapted from Front Sight Practice Guide manual, www.frontsight.com.



often learn of their incompetence for the first time under situations of

extreme stress.

Consciously Incompetent: If the individual from the previous group

experiences and survives a plague attack he can progress to the level of

the consciously incompetent. He recognizes his incompetence and

seeks help in learning how to combat the pestilence. He is a motivated

student of psychiatric epidemiology recognizing his limitations and

willingness to reach a higher level of competency.

Consciously Competent: With proper training and experience, the

individual develops into the consciously competent. The length of time

required to reach this level depends on the quality of the training, and

the bioemotional health and the motivation of the student. The

individual is competent but must think about what he is doing. His

decisions and actions have not yet reached a reflexive response level.

Unconsciously Competent: At this level the individual responds to a plague

situation automatically in a manner that requires no perceivable

thought process. The individual functions flawlessly even in stressful

situations because his years of extensive training and experience

override his thought process. This is the level of competence required

by the psychiatric epidemiologist who is qualified to deal with any

plague situation.

This classification of levels of competence will serve as a guide for

the American College of Orgonomy to develop a training program for

individuals functioning as psychiatric epidemiologists to become

proficient in dealing with outbreaks of the emotional plague.

Konia Editorial n 3



A Young Hysteric with 
Terrifying Intrusive Thoughts

Dale Rosin, D.O.

Abstract

This article describes the case of a pubertal nine-year-old girl who was brought

for evaluation of terrifying, violent, intrusive thoughts. A previous mental

health practitioner had suggested that the child might have, at best, an anxiety

disorder or, at worst, an underlying psychotic process. Either way, the suggestion

was advanced for medication to be considered following a psychiatric

evaluation. Medical orgone therapy, which requires understanding the

patient’s character diagnosis, relieved impediments to emotional expression

which eliminated the child’s presenting symptoms without the use of medication. 

I received a desperate call from a mother who said, “My nine-year-old

daughter is having a nervous breakdown! She’s having crazy thoughts,

mainly at night, that we are going to kill her and that terrorists are

going to come into her bedroom through the window! She even has

crazy thoughts that her father may harm her. I’m afraid she’s going

insane!” I immediately made an appointment for the child’s parents to

come to my office as the first part of an evaluation.

Anna was a nine-year-old, second generation, Italian-American

girl. The middle child as well as the only girl, she had always been the

family’s pride and joy. Her grades in school were always excellent as

was her behavior. In the last three months, however, she developed

intrusive thoughts in the evening which interfered with her sleep.

Increasingly, these thoughts also bothered her during the school day

making it difficult for her to concentrate on her work. She did not tell

her teachers about them but confided only in her parents. They sat

with her night after night and tried to talk it out with her, showing her
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the irrationality of her thinking: “Of course murderers are not going

to come into your room.” “How could you think your father will come

into your room at night and stab you to death?” When this approach

was unsuccessful the mother tried to be stern with the child, telling

her that she must stop having these thoughts, but to no avail. The

father tried to be sympathetic over how much his daughter suffered

but was reduced to tears by his inability to alter them and help his

daughter. He also felt hurt that she thought of him in such horrific

terms, which made Anna feel guilty. At night, Anna came down from

her bedroom complaining of the same frightening thoughts which

were then taking on new life, i.e., they began to expand to new

thoughts involving similar themes that were even more terrible for her

to contemplate and for her parents to hear. She told her parents she

knew the thoughts could not be true but then said, “But couldn’t they

be true? I’ve read of these things in the newspaper.” Anna cried and

sobbed as her parents looked on helplessly. She tried to go to sleep on

her own but could not stay in her room for long without coming

downstairs, crying, telling her parents she was terrified. Anna’s mother

stayed with her daughter each night, in the daughter’s bed, until the

child fell asleep. The strain of dealing with Anna’s nightly intrusive

thoughts was beginning to wear on the parents and they teetered

between panic and anger, not knowing what to do.

The child’s pediatrician was consulted. She gave Anna a full

physical exam and did extensive blood work, including a Lyme disease

titer to rule out any possible organic cause for the child’s symptoms.

All results came back normal. The pediatrician then recommended

that Anna see a psychologist who specialized in cognitive behavorial

therapy (CBT). The child told the psychologist her fears and “crazy

thoughts” in great detail. A number of CBT techniques were used

including, the parents told me, having Anna and the psychologist

write down all of Anna’s thoughts on a piece of paper, placing the

paper in a bowl and lighting the paper on fire. Anna was told that now

her thoughts would all disappear. And they did, for 24 hours after they

were incinerated. Thereafter, they returned with a vengeance,



becoming more frightening and bizarre. The psychologist told the

parents that while she initially felt Anna’s symptoms were from “an

anxiety disorder” she now worried that the child might have an

underlying psychotic disorder requiring psychiatric evaluation and

treatment with antipsychotic medication. She recommended that

Anna be taken to a psychiatrist. Both parents did not like the idea of

medication though they did not know what else to do. They were

given my name by someone at their church and told I was a

psychiatrist who worked with children’s problems without using

medication, if at all possible.

I met with the parents first without the child present. My

impression of Anna’s mother was that she was kind but with an edge of

moralism and “propriety.” “Well, she shouldn’t be feeling such things!”

She was less sympathetic toward her daughter’s struggle than I would

have liked, tending toward wanting to tell the girl to “…just knock it

off.” The father, on the other hand, had much empathy for his

daughter. Distraught, he told me, “She is always a good girl. Always.

Always a good girl.” “She never disappoints anyone!” he said, with tears

in his eyes. He struck me as a decent fellow who had come to this

country from Italy, worked hard, achieved the American Dream and

put all his energies into caring for his family and their well-being. Now

he was faced with a situation where he was unable to make the

situation better. 

Anna’s parents told me a story about Anna when she was five-years-

old. Somehow a vase had crashed to the floor in their home and

though it was not Anna’s fault and despite being frightened as the vase

crashed down near her, her only worry was that her father would be

angry with her. The parents told me this with pride as an example of

how she was the quintessential “good girl.” 

A review of Anna’s history showed normal developmental

milestones. Her birth was accomplished without medication and she

was breast fed until two years of age. She had always been well behaved

and socially interactive, had many friends, and was always a good

student. Medical history was unremarkable. She had begun her
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menses six months before presentation without pain, cramping or

other problems. 

After meeting with the child’s parents I met with Anna the next

day. She entered the treatment room and shook my hand politely,

giving me an anxious smile. Her shoulders were a bit rounded

seemingly to hide her chest and her pelvis was held back awkwardly

from fully moving in concert with the rest of her body. She looked

the picture of discomfort with the early pubertal changes her body

was undergoing.

Anna sat down and smiled at me in a timid and sweet way that was

incongruous with all I had heard about her frightening thoughts. She

recounted for me the content of her distressing intrusive thoughts.

She feared her father might suddenly come in the night and stab her

to death; terrorists might come to her room and take her away. She

told me these things in a matter-of-fact way, a pleasant smile on her

face, and even an air of indifference about what she was telling me.

She clarified that these were all thoughts that came to her at night

largely when she first got into bed. She said she never had dreams

about any of this. She teared up a bit as she described how her father

must feel when she expressed her fears of him. Her eyes looked clear

and eye contact was good. Her thinking was coherent, to the point and

showed no evidence of disorganization. She denied any feeling of

anxiety in her life unless it was “…because of all the thoughts.” I noted

that her respiration was shallow as she talked. I asked if there was

anyone she was angry or upset with in her life. There was no one, she

said, hesitating. 

“Well, almost no one,” Anna said softly, looking away from me. I

queried her further and she admitted that her little brother, one year

her junior, was “not very nice.” She told me about how he “bugged”

and teased her incessantly. “He’s kind of spoiled,” she said, again

looking away from me, her eyes cast downward. I remembered that the

brother was the youngest child, the only boy in this Italian-American

family. I asked what sort of things he said to her. “Oh, I couldn’t even

Rosin A Young Hysteric with Terrifying Intrusive Thoughts n 7



say what he says, it’s so bad.” “I’ll bet he makes you angry?” I asked.

“Oh, yes,” she said with a muted but charming smile, “he does.”

I ended the session by telling her that I thought I could help her,

and that she was not an awful person for having the thoughts she had.

I told her, “Everyone has thoughts of many different kinds and they

have no control over that. People can’t help what they think or feel,

only what they do.” I wanted to alleviate the guilt she was feeling about

her situation. I also wanted to immediately counter the shame she felt,

propagated by her mother’s rebukes about her thoughts. She now

looked a little relieved, her breathing less inhibited. She smiled

sweetly and got up, thanked me and left the treatment room. 

I then met again with her parents. “Your daughter is quite

treatable and I don’t think we’ll need to use medication.” They both

audibly sighed with relief, which I felt they both needed. But, I told

them, it might take several months or more of treatment. I told the

mother she must stop telling Anna that she shouldn’t feel or think

these things as that strategy clearly wasn’t working. She nodded her

head dutifully. I did not tell her that making Anna feel guilty was only

making her suffer more and this suffering was becoming a further

distraction from her real feelings. Instead, I directed her to listen fully

to everything her daughter described, no matter how awful or bizarre

it seemed and, when the girl was done, she was to ask if there was any

more, and listen again, without comment, judgment or trying to

explain to the child why her thoughts were irrational. If Anna needed

her to stay until she fell asleep, she was to do it. I acknowledged that

this was going to be a lot of work but that it was necessary and worth

the effort. Both parents nodded assent with the father telling me, “At

least now we have a plan and some hope.”

Anna arrived for her first therapy session wearing a pleasant

smile. She came in and sat in a chair. I asked her how she’d been and

she began to weep, telling me all the intrusive thoughts she’d had. I

could tell she was expecting me to try to negate them and to discuss

them with her from a rational perspective. Instead, I listened intently

until she could not think of any more. I asked about her family, “How

8nnnJournal of Orgonomy vol. 48  no. 1



has your little brother been this week?” “Oh,” she replied, “He’s been

like usual.” “What sort of things has he said to you?” I asked her,

trying not to sound overly interested in any particular answer. “Oh,”

she said, “he uses bad language.” “Such as what?” I said, as if I were

asking about the weather.

Anna rolled her eyes and said, “Things like ‘pig’ and ‘fatso.’ He

says that to me.”

“That’s all? I’ll bet he says worse than that. Am I right?” I asked

her.

Anna hesitated and looked down at the floor. 

“It’s OK. You can say it out loud, “ I encouraged her. “After all,

he’s the one who said it, right?”

She nodded and said, softly, “Sometimes he says…crap.” I could

hear that her throat tightened as she said this. She pursed her lips

and squeezed her knees together. She was holding her breath in

inspiration. “I’m sorry, “ I said. “I couldn’t quite hear you. Could you

say that louder?” I gently asked her. 

As if summoning up her strength she sat upright and said, “Crap!”

Showing no shock, I asked her if she could say it louder, as her

brother might. Again, she said, “Crap!” but louder this time. She

giggled just a little, trying to stifle it. I saw that her breathing was

fuller now. I also noted that she was looking at me more directly

without looking away. I smiled at her, told her we’d stop the session

there and that I’d see her next week. As she left the session I noted

that her walk was more integrated, her shoulders less rounded as if

she were hiding.

At the next session I again asked her about her brother. “Well, he

said crap a lot!” she told me. I noticed she seemed to be enjoying

saying the word though I knew pointing this out to her would just

make her self-conscious. I asked her again to say it louder. With a big

smile she yelled, “CRAP!” I nodded, showing no disapproval.

The next few sessions were similar to the first two except that, bit

by bit, Anna told me other bad words her brother said. “Bitch!”

“Shit!” I encouraged her to say them louder and she did so with

Rosin A Young Hysteric with Terrifying Intrusive Thoughts n 9



obvious enjoyment. Her breathing became fuller each time, she

smiled more and her gait showed less awkwardness. At the end of one

session I saw that although she was enjoying saying these things out

loud she had some anxiety about it. I told her, “Of course, I’m not

suggesting you yell such things at anyone outside my office, but it’s

OK for you to get it out here.” This was giving her tacit approval to

express her anger in sessions. Smiling, she nodded seriously,

indicating she understood.

By this point, Anna’s mother began telling me that the nightly

thoughts were still present but both she and her husband were

noticing that after Anna described her thoughts to them she began to

calm. Anna still wanted her mother to sleep with her until she fell

asleep but she was not as overwrought at bedtime.

Now Anna’s sessions all began with her telling me about her little

brother’s bad behaviors. By the third month of treatment I asked Anna

if she ever got angry with him. 

“Yes,” she replied, hesitantly. “But I’m older and I shouldn’t get

mad.” Again, I heard her throat tightening and saw her respiration

being held in inspiration.

“Oh, but you do get mad at him sometimes?” I asked. She nodded,

looking down. I imagined her at church in confession admitting this

as one of her sins. “Do you ever feel like saying something back to

him?” I asked.

Anna waited a moment and then said quietly, “I’d like to tell him

to shut up.” She looked away from me and then downward, as I’d seen

her do before. I saw that her chest was held again in inspiration, her

legs pressed together.

“Could you say that a little louder? What did you say you feel like

saying back to him?”

“Shut up!” she said with more emphasis.

“Can you say that still louder?” I asked.

“SHUT UP!” she screamed. She was breathing more fully now,

leaning forward a bit in her chair. She even looked almost exhilarated.

“Oh, good, let’s say it again!” I said. 
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Anna shouted, with firmness, “SHUT UP! SHUT UP! SHUT UP

YOU LITTLE CRAP!” Now she did look exhilarated.

I told her to stand up and really give it to him. “SHUT UP YOU

LITTLE SHIT!” she yelled. Then, she sat back down in the chair,

spent. Smiling, she looked up at me and said, “That felt good to get it

out.” 

At the next session I asked, “Do you ever feel like doing anything

when he talks to you like that? Not that you would, of course, but do

you ever feel like it?” I purposefully kept my question hypothetical but

Anna knew exactly what I was talking about.

“Yeah, I’d like to whack him one!” she said, looking at me with

uncertainty as if to say, “Is that alright?”

I stood up, grabbed the bolster, held it up and said, “Good, you go

right ahead.” Anna jumped up from her chair, made a fist and

tentatively tapped the bolster a few times.

“That’s it?” I asked. 

She hit it harder and then yelled, “SHUT UP YOU LITTLE SHIT!”

The color rose in her face and her breathing was full. She walked out

of the session looking taller and more aggressive than I’d seen her

before. I thought to myself, “Her brother better watch out.”

A week later I again met with Anna’s parents. They noted her

intrusive thoughts were all but gone, with perhaps a few being voiced

several nights of the week. Anna told her parents about these, as

always, but then said, “It’s OK, I can handle these. You don’t need to

stay up with me, Mom.”

The mother commented, rather disapprovingly, that Anna was

getting angry at her little brother more often, even yelling at him. The

mother noted with pride that her son was “a little pistol.” The mother

also noted that Anna was asserting herself more, in general, which, she

thought, was probably good though Anna was not as cooperative as she

had been before she started therapy. When questioned further about

this the mother made it clear that other than herself, no one at school

or in the home seemed to mind it. I told the mother it was better for

Anna to be able to assert herself and not be the “good girl” all the
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time, always having to put aside her own feelings to please others. This

struck a chord with the mother, who said that she’d always felt

constrained herself by that expression, “…having grown up in an

Italian family.” Some discussion then with Anna’s mother about her

own experiences helped the mother be more aware of her daughter’s

struggles to speak up and assert herself. 

For two more months Anna enjoyed screaming at her brother and

“hitting him” in her sessions. She began to take responsibility for her

sessions, walking in confidently and saying, “I’ve got a lot I was angry

about this week. Pick that thing up. I want to hit.” And hit she did, her

facial expression contorting more into one of rage, her yelling louder

and more intense. When she felt she’d gotten enough out she sat

down and said, “OK, let’s talk a bit,” and she told me about her week,

her feelings, her thoughts and ideas. 

As these two months progressed, the parents reported that Anna’s

intrusive thoughts were no longer present during the day or during

the night. I continued to see Anna for another month to be sure they

stayed gone. At the last session she thanked me and said, “I still don’t

understand how I got better.”

I told her, “Maybe you just needed to get your anger out.” She was

quiet for a moment, looked me straight in the eye, then nodded her

head with a certain seriousness as if she’d just had a revelation. 

“Yes, I understand. I see,” she said. 

Discussion

When I was first called by Anna’s parents I was concerned about the

etiology of her intrusive thoughts. The mother’s description of these

thoughts made them sound floridly paranoid and psychotic. As the

parents noted, they sounded “crazy.” Upon seeing the child, however,

a mental status exam quickly made it clear that she was not psychotic

or paranoid. Despite Anna’s genuine suffering I saw that her intrusive

thoughts had a dramatic quality to them though it was obvious she had

no awareness of this. There was also a sexualized aspect to her

thoughts, especially about her father killing or stabbing her. These
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sounded like they contained her fears of Oedipal feelings which were

likely to be more intense since she had begun puberty six months

prior to presentation. The “terrorists” she was afraid of I felt to be a

displacement of her own anger which, on the most superficial level,

was directed at her younger brother. She was not allowed to break free

from her “good little girl” persona in the home and could, therefore,

express none of her anger at him. Suppression and repression helped

to keep her anger hidden, even from herself, but hysterical

dissociation became necessary as her feeling mounted in intensity.

This gave rise to projection and to her intrusive thoughts which she

initially described to me with la belle indifference: expression without

apparent emotion. 

Anna’s character diagnosis was that of simple hysteria. Knowing

this made all of the above dynamics clearer and relieved my anxiety

that I might be dealing with a young schizophrenic. It also showed me

that for her intrusive thoughts to disappear she would need to feel and

express her anger to the point where her defensive hysterical

dissociation was no longer necessary. Had she been seen by a

psychiatrist or therapist who did not recognize and understand her

diagnosis of hysteria she might very well have been treated with an

antipsychotic medication or an antidepressant. Either would have

decreased her contact with her own emotions and led her to a dead

end therapeutically speaking. 

Therapy required six months of treatment. No medications were

used. Additionally, through the course of her therapy this patient

began to regulate her own emotions by taking charge of her

treatment, telling me when she needed to express and discharge anger

and directing me to help her do so by holding a bolster for her to hit.

Follow-up a year later showed Anna to be a happy girl who was doing

well socially and academically. She remained symptom-free. 
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The Importance of Character
Diagnosis in Working with
Adolescents and Their Families

Edward Chastka, M.D.

Abstract

This case study describes the treatment of a young man whose family sought

help because he was lying, stealing and unable to take on responsibilities

appropriate to his age. An understanding of his character diagnosis facilitated

engaging him in treatment and was useful in helping his family understand

him and react to his behaviors more effectively.

Mark was an 18-year-old young man when his father called to arrange

an appointment because of his son’s escalating emotional and

behavioral problems. Mark’s father presented me with a thorough and

scrupulously organized 10-page summary of Mark’s life. It described

him as always having an easy-going, laid-back personality. As a child he

was always courteous, interested in people and made friends easily, but

his parents noted from an early age distortions in how he saw himself

and how he presented himself to others. He frequently lied or

exaggerated and at times created elaborate deceptions, particularly if

it made him look better in other people’s eyes, evoked sympathy or

allowed him to avoid the consequences of some misconduct. Mark was

above average in intelligence but an underachiever in school. His

father felt that he had graduated from high school more on his ability

to charm his teachers than on his schoolwork. In contrast to his

academic achievement, which was mediocre, he was a superb athlete

and managed to reach the semifinals of the state tennis championship

his senior year.
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Mark’s behavioral problems came to a head in his senior year of

high school when he entered his first serious romantic relationship.

The young woman was a good student but Mark’s parents were

concerned that she came from a chaotic family background. During

this time, Mark’s behavior was marked by increasing lies, thefts and

deceptions that ultimately led both families to intervene to end the

relationship. Mark resisted the intervention by staging a campaign to

win the young lady back that was remarkable in its boldness and

ingenuity. He concocted a cancer diagnosis, then staged fictitious

cancer treatments which he videotaped and posted on social media.

Many old friends, including coaches and teachers, were fooled and

Mark then used their testimony to further bolster his deceit. The

relationship finally ended only when the young woman secured a

court order against Mark forbidding any further contact.

Mark’s parents brought him to a counselor who felt that Mark was

insecure and who counseled them to be more permissive, but this

approach was not helpful. Later, there were multiple confrontations

over Mark’s attempts to reestablish the relationship with his ex-

girlfriend and many other misbehaviors. Mark reacted by threatening:

sometimes to run away from home, sometimes with threatening

behavior toward his parents and sometimes with suicidal threats.

He blamed his parents for “interfering with his life.” At this point

Mark was hospitalized for a psychiatric evaluation. His parents were

told that he was a highly entitled boy who had grandiose views of his

own abilities. The psychiatrist also described him as narcissistic, a

manipulator and a liar but found no evidence of depression,

schizophrenia or bipolar disorder. Mark’s parents were advised to set

up strict and consistent house rules and enforce them, and they were

warned that he might become “intolerable to live with.” His parents

followed the psychiatrist’s recommendation but Mark’s behavior did

not improve.

Mark graduated from high school with an athletic scholarship to a

good university, but his behavior that summer continued to deteriorate.

His parents, recognizing that he was not ready for college life, arranged



for him to take a postgraduate year at a prestigious tennis academy.

Within three weeks of matriculating, his parents received a call

requesting that they come to take Mark home. The staff at the academy

reported that he had been lying about attending tennis tournaments

and his rankings and had made multiple claims of “supernatural

activity” in the dormitories, including laptops moving, drawers

opening, doors slamming and lights turning on and off, all without

human intervention. The staff observed increasing anxiety and distress

culminating in a panic attack during which Mark locked himself in a

bathroom, screaming until one of his roommates broke down the door

to come to his assistance. The Academy recommended that his parents

arrange a psychiatric evaluation.

It was at this point that I first met with Mark. My initial interview

revealed a tall, thin, young man with a bland, pseudo-relaxed persona

that appeared to hide considerable anxiety. His eyes seemed hidden,

his cheeks were stiff and his face masked, but below the neck he was

loose, lounging in the office chair as if he hadn’t a care in the world.

Mark denied or minimized his problems and I felt that he was only

there to convince me that he was well enough to return to the tennis

academy. Because Mark was so guarded with me, my initial impression

was based largely on the history provided by his parents. His flamboyant

and outrageous deceptions reminded me of the character Frank

Abagnale in the film “Catch Me If You Can,” the real-life story of a

notorious con man of the 1960s. After the interview with Mark I met

with his parents to discuss my recommendations. I pointed out the

impulsive traits and stressed the importance of consistent enforcement

of rules, a structured setting and the need for a strong mentor. Both

Mark and his father were eager to have him return to the tennis

academy but his mother was more skeptical of his ability to do so. They

asked if I thought he was at risk for suicide. I told them that I thought

it was safe for him to return, but that the result would likely be the same

as before, and that it was only a matter of time before the academy

found his behaviors intolerable and dismissed him.
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With vigorous intervention from his father, a successful lawyer,

Mark was allowed to return to the tennis academy to complete the first

semester with the proviso that he see a therapist regularly. At first, his

behavior seemed improved. There were no major incidents but his

parents continued to note numerous small incidents that caused them

concern. His instructors reported that he was working hard on his

tennis and progressing well. During the semester break he underwent

psychological testing which noted a high level of critical item

endorsement suggestive of serious psychopathology. The responses

were in the areas of anxiety and traumatic stressors (the only trauma

Mark could relate was his breakup with his girlfriend), depression,

including feelings of hopelessness and suicidal thinking, antisocial

behavior and delusions such as the belief that people could hear or

control his thoughts. Alarmed, his parents strongly supported Mark’s

request for a trial of an antidepressant, which I agreed to with the

stipulation that he be followed by a psychiatrist when he returned to

the academy.

Mark returned to the academy in early January but very quickly

there were signs of trouble. He complied with seeing a psychologist

but evaded seeing the psychiatrist that he was referred to by a series of

lies and fabrications. In February, his parents received a call informing

them that Mark was being dismissed from the academy because of

conduct violations, primarily uncontrolled anger outbursts in the

dorm. During the ride home from the academy with his father, Mark

staged a fake phone call with the coach of the University of Oklahoma,

who was allegedly offering him a scholarship. His father noted that

Mark pulled the ruse off flawlessly: He did not discover Mark’s deceit

until later when he called the coach to hear the details of the offer and

was stunned when the coach denied ever speaking to Mark.

Before agreeing to his return home, Mark’s parents set strict rules

for his behavior including getting a job, cooperating with the house

rules and resuming his treatment with me. At his first appointment, I

was again impressed with how anxious he was and how hard he tried

to hide it. As before, he was superficial in his communication and
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exaggeratedly casual in his posture. I saw again that his face was

masked and his eyes hidden. It struck me that what I was observing did

not seem at all like what his parents described. They described

someone who was brash, rebellious and impulsive but what I was

seeing was someone who was guarded and mistrustful. I was careful to

be open with Mark about my communication with his parents. I

explained that I was trying to help them understand him and improve

their relationship with him. He seemed to accept this and expressed

his desire to continue seeing me. Mark admitted that he didn’t trust

his parents and believed that they were trying to undermine and

provoke him. When I met with his parents, his mother seemed angry,

and described her son as disrespectful, oppositional and at times even

physically threatening. She recalled that he had been “different” since

birth. His father’s attitude was more complex. He loved his son and

wanted a relationship with him which was often expressed as being his

“buddy.” As long as Mark’s behaviors were not too outrageous, his

father tolerated them and even defended him to his mother. However,

when Mark “crossed the line” his father came down on him “like a ton

of bricks.” Part of the problem was that Mark seemed not to

understand just where “the line” was, so that he often felt like he was

being “set up” by his parents. These misperceptions on the part of

Mark and his parents led to constant conflicts and misunderstandings

that never seemed to get resolved.

In a series of meetings with Mark and his parents, sometimes

together and sometimes individually, I was able to help them see some

of their misperceptions. His parents were able to recognize that Mark

saw the world and his relationships with people in a distorted fashion

and that he often felt manipulated or mistreated. His mother, who felt

attacked and disrespected, tried to soften the harshness of her

responses to Mark, and his father began to see that he was not a

sociopath but a troubled and confused young man. He worked to

become more consistent in his responses and to correct

misunderstandings instead of coming down like a ton of bricks. Mark
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was able to admit that his parents were not his enemies and even

recognized that he was, at times, a little paranoid.

Mark’s parents were ambivalent about his desire to enter college.

He still had his scholarship, and the tennis coach was eager to have

him join the team, but they were worried, with good reason, that he

would only fail again, and that repeated failures might lead to

depression or even suicide. On the other hand, living with them was

becoming increasingly impossible because his disorderly lifestyle

conflicted with their own highly ordered and functional world. They

also worried that he was already a year behind his classmates. I

suggested that they let Mark’s behavior determine if he was ready to

start school. Up until that time they had complained about his lack of

organization and self-discipline in getting things done, but then they

took care of things for him rather than let him fail. I suggested that

they completely withdraw from helping him with the necessary

arrangements for starting college. If he could pull himself together to

complete the forms and make the arrangements necessary to enter

university, he deserved a chance. Both sides struggled with the new

arrangement. Mark struggled in getting the paperwork done and

meeting deadlines, but did well enough to get accepted. His parents

couldn’t stop themselves and helped with the shopping and some of

the arrangements for his new apartment. Mark and I decided that he

should see a counselor at school, and that he would see me when he

was home on breaks.

Mark’s treatment has lasted for just a dozen sessions, but those

sessions illustrate two important principles of medical orgone therapy.

The first is that history is less reliable in establishing a character

diagnosis than is the interaction between the patient and the

physician, which is the basis of therapy. In Mark’s case, the extensive

and detailed history provided by his parents portrayed him as

someone whose character was primarily impulsive. The correct

diagnosis of paranoid schizophrenic character was demonstrated by

Mark’s behavior, which was guarded and mistrustful, and by his

misperception of his parent’s intentions, believing that they were
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deliberately trying to provoke him and undermine his attempts to

develop his independence. The second principle of medical orgone

therapy that Mark’s treatment demonstrates is the importance of

character diagnosis in understanding the patient and directing

treatment. The correct diagnosis made clear the importance of

addressing Mark’s misperceptions and mistrust. It also allowed me to

help his parents see him more clearly and improve their relationship

with him.
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A Patient with Multiple Abdominal-
Pelvic Pathologies

Alberto Foglia, M.D.

Abstract

The case of a man with an unusual number of pelvic and abdominal

pathologies is presented. The orgonomic perspective provided an under-

standing of the bioemotional and characterological basis of seemingly

unrelated medical conditions.

Introduction

Umbilical and inguinal hernia, varicocoele, testicular cyst,

diverticulosis, hemorrhoids, perianal abscess, penile and scrotal

dermatitis are all pathological conditions affecting the abdominal and

pelvic segments of the body (See Glossary for definition). Although

modern medicine considers them as distinct pathologies located in

the same anatomical areas, one wonders if they have an underlying

common bioemotional etiological mechanism. The clinical case

described below contributes some relevant evidence to this hypothesis. 

The Case

Gerry was a 50-year-old businessman who sought therapy because of

hypochondriacal preoccupations about his belly, penis and scrotum

that sometimes resulted in symptoms of panic. In fact, there was a

mixture of objective, reality-based symptoms and hypochondriacal

preoccupations and anxiety around these symptoms that often

overflowed into panic attacks. When Gerry started therapy he was

married, had no children and was very successful in his work. Since his

twenties he regularly consulted doctors for his persistent health

problems. Over a period of several years prior to presenting for
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therapy, he had required surgical treatment for umbilical and inguinal

hernias, a perianal abscess, a varicocoele, hemorrhoids and, lately,

diverticulosis with recurrent diverticulitis. In the two years prior to

presenting for therapy he developed testicular cysts of large volume in

both testicles. These conditions and the presence of chronic penile

and scrotal dermatitis only served to reinforce his preoccupations.

On the couch Gerry was heavily armored throughout. His eyes

were clear and he tended to be overtalkative. His overtalking and his

character attitude of “I am always a happy guy no matter what

happens,” the major resistances to his perception of deeper disturbing

feelings, were pointed out to him from the first session. For a long

time he didn’t appear to have any reaction to my pointing them out,

but later he began to show surprise and sadness. He then recalled

long-forgotten episodes from his childhood of severe emotional and

physical abuse by his father. He recalled his constant fear of his father

returning home from work drunk and violent—he used to yell at him

for no reason, and slap him in the face for minimal movements he

made. He also recalled the guilt-ridden, submissive attitude of his

mother which only made things worse. 

During the course of therapy he became increasingly more silent

on the couch, turning away from me and making strange sounds, like

the growls of a whipped dog. This lasted for several sessions and we

couldn’t understand what it meant. Only in the course of the 92nd

session did he suddenly recall being very little, probably less than one-

year old, lying in his bed, his body tied down with something, probably

straps, looking up at his parents as they laughed at him. He felt a

tremendous sense of impotent rage and the clear desire to “never give

up no matter what happens.” He remembered pushing with all his

strength to try to liberate his body and his arms from the straps. For

many sessions lying down on the couch, he contracted all of his

musculature, arching his back, stretching his arms and legs, turning his

head away from me, making grunts, growls and snarls. We called this his

“pushing.” It was pathetic and very peculiar. He forced his expiration

against his closed mouth and epiglottis, the Valsalva maneuver.
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Of note, the Valsalva maneuver increases intraabdominal and

intrathoracic pressure and is involved in the acts of sneezing,

coughing, defecating, straining, and the delivery of babies.1

After this discovery Gerry began to face his painful past and the

associated unbearable feelings bound by his armor in the form of a

chronic, until now unconscious, Valsalva maneuver. Pointing out his

“pushing” inflamed his sense of impotence and brought forth the

subsequent attitude of “not giving up” to ward off the same feelings of

impotence. For several sessions the sense of emotional impotence was

experienced off and on until rage began to appear and with it a flood

of memories of abuse and suffering that characterized his entire

infancy and early childhood. 

After 122 sessions this patient has made substantial improvement

toward better health: he feels more assertive and satisfied in his work

and love life. There has been significant loosening of his

characterological and muscular armor that kept him tied to his

infantile misery and rage.

Discussion

Medical orgone therapy uses three main tools to achieve the

spontaneous release of the emotions held in the armor: character

analysis which allows the patient to know that he is defending, how

he does this and finally against what he resists psychically as well as

somatically; breathing as a way of enhancing the overall energy charge

of the organism bringing to the surface the hidden opposition

between impulse and defense; and work on the musculature to liberate

the emotional energy bound up in tense, contracted areas (Baker,

page 45). 

For this patient, making him aware of his specific attitude of

holding (“pushing”) led him to work on the particular muscular

tensions which became evident after the 92nd session. This, in turn,

allowed him to realize that he defended against the release of deep

feelings of impotence and rage associated with experiences of past

emotional and physical abuse. 
1Its discoverer, Antonio Maria Valsalva (1666-1723) recommended it to free the ears of
infectious detritus. (Yale, pages 35-36)



His character attitude of “never giving up no matter what

happens” together with the muscular expression of a chronic push to

free his body from the straps that he had been tied down with as an

infant, caused him to develop a chronic state of Valsalva maneuver.

This clarified how he could have developed all of the seemingly

unrelated medical conditions. 

Increased intraabdominal pressure (IAP) is the hallmark of the

Abdominal Compartment Syndrome, a dangerous complication of

abdominal trauma and surgery. It is also thought to facilitate the

formation of several other medical conditions like hernia2 (Cobb,

page 231), diverticulosis (Stollman, page 632), hemorrhoids

(Twardowski, page 129) and varicocoele. (Resim, page 371) Delivering

babies, defecation, straining, coughing, sneezing, abdominal tumor,

pregnancy, constipation can all cause IAP and are usually reported as

triggers to any herniation. 

The Valsalva maneuver actively increases intrathoracic as well as

intraabdominal pressure. It also reduces venous return to the heart

thereby increases venous tension in the spermatic veins. (Nachemson,

page 476; Shafik, page 383, Cobb, page 231; Yale, pages 35-38)

Contemporary medicine cannot account for the emotional

component of medical disorders because of its mechanistic

orientation. However, emotional factors are at the root of many

diseases of unknown origin. In this patient, for example, the presence

of an unconscious attitude of Valsalva maneuver originating in infancy,

anchored in his muscular and characterological armor, likely caused a

chronic increase of intraabdominal pressure that can explain all of his

medical conditions. Medical orgone therapy allowed the

characterological (psychic) and muscular (somatic) unmasking of this

chronic condition at the root of these multiple physical pathologies.

Unfortunately, the progressive dissolution of his armor accomplished

in therapy could not resolve the already structuralized medical

pathologies that were only treatable with surgery.
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Glossary

Chronic diverticulosis with recurrent diverticulitis: formation of pouches in

the wall of the sigmoid colon (the last part of the large bowel before

the rectum) which in 20% of the cases cause fecal stagnation with

painful infection and inflammation. (Stollman, page 633)

Hemorrhoids: nodular dilatations of the rectal veins and arteries. These

may be internal or external and of varying grades of severity.

(Durst, page 586) 

Inguinal hernia: a protrusion of the intestine through an opening in

the muscle and fascia of the abdominal wall in the groin.

(O’Rourke, page 202)

Intratesticular cyst: a rare formation of a benign, clear, liquid-filled sac

in the testicle. (Al-Jabry, pages 1-3)

Penile and scrotal dermatitis: itching and redness of the scrotal and

penile skin, considered a localized variant of contact dermatitis.

This is a chronic skin inflammation thought to be caused by toxins

or allergens that can be triggered by venous stagnation. (Calvin,

page 289)

Perianal abscess: an infection of the anal glands surrounding the anal

canal which often produces pain, fever and the danger of fistula

formation. (Durst, page 589)

Umbilical hernia: a protrusion of the intestine through an opening in

the muscle and fascia of the abdominal wall at the umbilicus. 

Varicocele: a dilatation of the venous pampiniform plexus and the

internal spermatic veins located in the spermatic cord. This is

present in at least 10% of the male population and is a frequent

cause of male infertility. (Evers, page 1849)
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Right from the Start:
Pregnancy, Birth and Emotions*

Susan Marcel, D.O.

Abstract

Emotional contact is a vital need during pregnancy and the postpartum period.

A healthy pregnancy is a biophysical energetic process in which the four-beat

formula of tension charge discharge relaxation occurs. Armoring

of the mother, father, physician and midwife blocks emotional contact and

negatively affects the fetus and newborn during the prenatal period, birth and

the postnatal period. Mistrust, the mechanization of the involuntary birth

process, and contactlessness interfere with emotional contact during pregnancy.

The vulnerable and defenseless newborn infant is an easy target for the

emotional plague. Medical orgone therapy offers parents and medical staff a

deepening capacity for emotional contact. 

“There is no kind of social misery to equal the misery of the infants

of biopathic parents.” Wilhelm Reich, The Cancer Biopathy.

Introduction

Wilhelm Reich saw that the newborn child is an orgonotic system, a bit

of living nature governed by certain bioenergetic laws. Both the fetus

and mother are also orgonotic systems, intimately connected to each

other, and together they form a larger orgonotic system. All three

systems, the fetus, mother and the mother-child system, function

according to certain bioenergetic laws. The shift from an authoritarian

to an antiauthoritarian culture has altered the medical care of

pregnant women and affected fetal development, birth and the

postpartum period. Neurotic approaches to pregnancy and birth have

*This paper is based on the February 1, 2014 ACO Social Orgonomy presentation
“Right from the Start: Pregnanacy, Birth and Emotions,” in Princeton, NJ.
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made emotional contact difficult, even at times impossible for both

mother and newborn.

Emotional Contact is Vital to the Health of Mothers and Babies

Emotional contact results from the spontaneous integration of

excitation and perception. In the obstetrical setting, in the

doctor/midwife-patient relationship, emotional contact can be

established if the functions of excitation and perception integrate

without interference. This functional interrelationship can be

depicted in the following manner:

Obstetrician/Midwife Patient

Excitation Excitation
Emotional

Contact 
Perception Perception

Diagram 1 

The word “excitation” comes from the Latin word excitare meaning to

rouse, to move, to set in motion. The word “perception” comes from

the Latin words per meaning thoroughly and capere meaning to grasp,

to understand or take entirely. The word “contact” is derived from the

Latin words con meaning together with and tangere meaning to touch.

These derivations give a good idea of what orgonomists mean when

they refer to the functions of excitation, perception and emotional

contact. From the functional relationships shown in Diagram 1, it can

be seen that emotional contact occurs only if both the patient and the

doctor or midwife are moved by each other, and also grasp or

understand one another.

Clinical Vignette Demonstrating Emotional Contact

The first pregnant woman whose care I was involved in as a 3rd-year

medical student was “Jean.” About to give birth to her first child on the

obstetrics ward, she was frightened and wanted to talk. I was given the



assignment of taking her history and doing a physical exam, which

should have taken under an hour. As I went through the interview,

clipboard in hand, asking a checklist of questions about past diseases,

surgeries, hospitalizations, medication, allergies, smoking and

drinking history, and so on, writing down the factual information

mechanically, something started happening between us. Looking at

her, I sensed Jean’s fear and sadness. We spent the next 2 1/2 hours

talking in between contractions, and she slowly began to tell me a very

moving story about her first pregnancy which she had lost several years

before. She had never shared her story with anyone and she was still

deeply affected by it.

Why on earth was she telling me this now, I wondered? She was

concerned about having this new baby and was nervous about the

delivery and about knowing what to do when her baby arrived. Where

was the father, I thought? Why was she alone, with no family or friends?

At the end of our time together, she thanked me for listening and said

that she felt better for sharing her story which had burdened her. I left

her hospital room tearful and deeply moved at what had just

happened. I was scolded by the staff for taking so long as they were

busy setting up the delivery room, and gowning and gloving. How

could the staff not have seen this woman and what was so readily

obvious? Why was the IV more important than her emotional state,

her fear and grief?

Jean successfully delivered her baby and she left the hospital two

days later, feeling tired but well. We had connected and were both

changed in the process. But I was left mystified by the lack of any

emotional contact between the staff and the patient. Over the years of

my medical training and since, I have often remembered my first

obstetrical patient and thought, how can the medical profession

improve the care of pregnant and delivering women and their

newborns? What is it that moms and dads-to-be and their newborns

need from their caregivers and families? What gets in the way of

connecting with them emotionally? What effect does this have on the

fetus and the baby? How can medical personnel listen differently?
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“Recent research makes it clear that the developing fetus, intimately

enveloped in the mother’s energy field and bioemotional

environment, is affected by what the mother is experiencing and

feeling” (Apple, 2011). No one wants to believe they are sick, yet the

way Jean and her baby were treated seemed “off” to me, sick,

unhealthy and hurtful. Jean said to me, “I am scared about giving

birth.” She perceived her own feelings and was moved to tell me about

her fear. My response was to listen and I was moved to tell her, “It’s

okay to be afraid and we will help you.”

The busyness of the staff, mechanically discharging their duties

amidst excitation amidst the maternal monitors, IVs, and fetal monitors

interfered with how they could relate and connect with Jean. Jean

could not let herself go emotionally, nor should she have, amidst the

flurry of activity around her. When I sat down with her at the bedside,

something spontaneous happened, allowing her to relax enough and

deliver her baby.

A Healthy Pregnancy Is a Biophysical Energetic Expansion

A healthy pregnant woman physically, emotionally and energetically

expands and pulsates for the nine months of pregnancy. Her body gets

softer. She feels emotions more deeply and strongly. She experiences

“amazement of the new life developing in her.” (Chasapi, 2011) The

entire way a pregnant woman functions changes and expands. If a

woman is emotionally healthy, she can tolerate these changes and

enjoy them. If a woman cannot tolerate these changes, then problems

arise. She will have difficulty establishing and sustaining emotional

contact with herself, her baby, her partner, and her doctor or midwife. 

A Midwife’s Perspective

A discussion I had with a midwife friend of mine was telling. I asked

her what interfered in establishing emotional contact with the women

she was caring for. She said, “It is very difficult to feel for every woman

I take care of. I often feel like a ping pong ball. I want to connect with

them, but to survive the stressful environment of the OB delivery suite
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or an OB clinic, I do the best I can but it is not ideal.” Her sense was

that every encounter with a pregnant or laboring woman and their

partner was somehow skewed by the knowledge that “there was a

lawyer or hospital administrator peering over your shoulder.” She

enjoyed her work and was very committed to it but she was troubled by

her fear of lawsuits and the burden of paperwork. 

An Obstetrician’s Perspective

Speaking to an obstetrician colleague who practices in a rural

community revealed many of the obstacles in establishing emotional

contact with patients.  He felt that the gender of the doctor can act as

a barrier with a pregnant woman and that midwives, mostly women, fill

an important emotional role. Other factors he believed interfered

with contact were the lack of prenatal education of the pregnant

couple and the mother’s lack of self-care and compliance with healthy

prenatal visits.  His observation was that many patients have mistrust of

the medical system in general and will resist recommendations he

makes. He worked hard at building trust and contact with his patients.

My colleague’s opinion was that everyone tries to scare

obstetricians, including lawyers, pharmaceutical companies, hospital

administrators and the government. He humorously and sarcastically

added, “If you are trying to scare me, get in line.” What mattered to

him were the mom and baby in the room with him or the midwife.

When asked how he and his staff handle the stress, he noted that they

use a lot of humor in the office and delivery room. His respect for the

midwives was evident when he referred to himself as “a hand holder”

and the midwives as Jedis [Star Wars’ mystical knightly warriers], having

superb skills in handling difficult situations and challenging patients

both medically and emotionally.

An Obstetrical Resident’s Perspective

An OB/GYN resident recently shared with me that she had not even

finished her training and she was already named in a lawsuit. In spite

of this, and her fear, her decency and devotion to her work kept her
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buoyant. So this brings us to ask, how can we take care of medical staff

so they can take better care of pregnant moms, dads and newborns?

How can we lower the stress so that pregnant and laboring moms and

dads can feel safe and warm and loved? Is this even possible?

Armoring and Callousness of Medical Staff

Armoring is the total defense someone utilizes against emotions and

sensations. You can see it in their body and muscles and in the way they

act and interact. With my first obstsetrical patient Jean, the staff

behaved in an armored manner. They were not able to sense or feel

what Jean was feeling and needed. They scolded me for taking so long.

This type of detachment, although necessary at certain times such as

during surgery, is destructive to varying degrees in most other medical

settings including the care of pregnant women and their babies. A

doctor or midwife’s ability to feel his or her own feelings along with

those of the laboring woman is healthier for mother and baby. Labor

in an armored environment attended by armored staff intereferes with

and inhibits a natural spontaneous process and is harmful to the

newborn that comes into this world vulnerable and defenseless, and so

very much alive. The midwife and obstetrician I spoke with were both

aware of neonatal armor formation and both were frustrated by what

they experienced in their working with others.

The Emotional Plague in the Delivery Room 

Charles Konia, M.D., author of the book The Emotional Plague, the Root

of Human Evil, describes the emotional plague as destructive behavior

in the social realm. Driven by intolerance of spontaneous life and

emotion, the emotional plague character and other armored indi-

viduals must stifle and destroy. Newborns, infants and children are

natural targets of the emotional plague because of their liveliness and

spontaneity of movement and expression. Emotional plague behavior

includes, for example, the contactless doctor, midwife, nurse or family

member who acts destructively during the doctor visit and in the

delivery room. Dr. Konia states, “It is simply not possible for armored
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human beings to arrive at an accurate understanding of the healthy,

unarmored human organism,” (Konia, 1995) in this instance, the

armored doctor and the unarmored newborn. The emotional plague

is a real biophysical illness that when present in the delivery process

harms a newborn and mother deeply.

Technology, Fear, the Nocebo Effect and the Effect of Trust: 

A Clinical Vignette

I was 5-months pregnant with my first child and I went to visit my

obstetrician, who I had known for 14 years. I was feeling well and

during this routine monthly checkup, I began to ask questions about

the labor and delivery process, hoping to be clear with him about what

I wanted and what I did not want to happen. He became defensive,

especially when I said I did not want to have internal fetal monitoring

during labor. I had read about this and seen it used in the hospital

where I worked. I did not want my baby’s first experience of the

outside world to be a metal screw pricked into its scalp. My doctor

insisted that this was routinely done, especially since I was considered

high risk due to my age. I again stated that I hoped the monitoring

could be done another way but my doctor disagreed, moved his chair

back and crossed his arms in front of his chest. I began to feel angry

and anxious. A long minute of silence lasted between us. I realized the

doctor had drawn a line and that we essentially disagreed about how

to proceed. At that moment, I decided I wanted a second obstetrical

opinion and requested a copy of my records. The doctor picked up my

chart and, in a patronizing tone, said that I should consult a midwife.

I did not want a midwife. I wanted my doctor to be someone who

listened, who was flexible, and whom I could trust. Later, I found out

that my doctor had been sued by another patient and since then he

required all his laboring moms to have internal fetal monitoring. I

changed doctors to one who was willing to give me choices. I was open

to the use of technology if it was rational, but I needed a doctor who I

felt listened to my experiences and views and whom I could trust. I

delivered a healthy baby boy without any internal fetal monitoring. My
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first doctor was afraid and so was I. That fear and the technology were

in the way of us having emotional contact and an obstacle to the best

start for my baby.

In the U.S., many physicians, including obstetricians, are sued and

this often leads to defensively ordering more lab tests and procedures.

The atmosphere of fear and the practice of defensive medicine are

major emotional obstacles to patients, especially pregnant women. Dr.

Michele Odent, who has helped deliver thousands of babies in France

and England, writes in his book Childbirth and the Future of Homo Sapiens

that fear and technology decrease natural maternal instinct and

functioning. He states that a pregnant woman needs a safe and warm

environment/relationship in which to have her baby. Birth is an

involuntary, spontaneous process and needs to be protected. The

lower the anxiety, the more smoothly this process moves. The higher

the anxiety, the more difficult the birth will be. 

Most people are familiar with the placebo effect. Many highly

medicalized births have the opposite effect, a “nocebo” or negative

effect on the emotional well being of pregnant women and their

families. It occurs whenever a health professional does more harm than

good. This is the emotional plague. This is wrong from the start.

Clinical Vignette and the Nocebo Effect

Nocebo comes from the Latin word nocere “to harm.” The nocebo

effect was played out in the life of one of my patients. Anne consulted

with me regarding her severe depression. She and her husband

wanted very much to have children. She had been diagnosed with a

form of depression, Manic Depression, and she was taking 3 med-

ications to control her mood. Her doctor told her she should never

have children because she was bipolar and on medication that was

potentially “teratogenic” or toxic to the development of the fetus.

Anne had always imagined herself as a mother and her doctor’s

insensitive, contactless recommendation was devastating. She

withdrew in fear, mistrusted anything he said from then on, and her

depression deepened. She entered into a very dark period of her life. 
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Technically, her doctor was giving “good” and “accurate” medical

advice. He was treating her depression according to standard practice

guidelines but he failed to perceive the effect of what he said. Anne

asked me poignantly, “Would you help me?”

Anne and I were both scared and we talked a lot about her fears

and my concerns about the risk she might take in being pregnant

while taking such powerful medication. I made no promises. I was

clear and honest. We worked together for several years in therapy and

I prescribed various medication “cocktails” that she could tolerate and

that were minimally toxic to a developing fetus. It was a very

challenging experience for me and she developed trust in our

relationship. After many ups and downs and finally some stability, she

conceived and delivered a healthy baby girl. Her bipolar disorder

cleared considerably and she is currently on a very low dose of one

medication. She can tolerate much more of her very deep emotions.

She can make emotional contact with me, with herself and her

husband, and most importantly, with her daughter. Anne needed

someone to help her with her fear. We connected and that deeper

emotional contact helped her to face her depression, her anger and

her fear, fostering trust right from the start.

Prenatal Care of Fathers

The newborn’s father participating in the pregnant woman’s care is

relatively new. Two generations ago, in our patriarchal, authoritarian

culture, the father was not part of the expectant mother’s care, labor

or delivery. In my work with pregnant couples, the father experiences

many emotions, curiosities, and reactions to what his partner is

experiencing, though their emotional state and health is often not

addressed. My expectant dads say, “I have no idea what to expect

because everything is new.” This is anxiety and understandable fear of

the unknown. “I want a boy!” “I want a girl” “What if it is twins?” “Will

the baby be healthy?” “What will the future hold for my child?” “Will I

be able to provide for my family?” “What is my wife going through?”

“What can I do to help her?” “I feel helpless. I am afraid.”
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Being more aware of the emotional health of the dad-to-be directly

impacts the mom and the baby in the womb. In our current culture,

expectant dads seem to feel less fear than their pregnant partners and

more concerned about finances and the future with a new baby in the

family. According to Peter Crist, MD, in “Fathers, A Forgotten Natural

Role,” a mother has a child’s front in an embrace, whereas a father has

the child’s back as they venture out into the world. This role of the

father is vital from conception, through pregnancy, birth and

throughout the family’s life. More awareness of what dads-to-be feel

and establishing emotional contact with them throughout pregnancy

is a great first step from the start, ensuring that the mom and baby are

healthy. This is especially true as our American society has changed

from a patriarchal authoritarian society to an antiauthoritarian society.

More observation and research is necessary to fully understand a

father’s important and unique role in the health of the child.

What Does a Healthy Pregnancy Look Like?

A healthy pregnancy is one in which the mother is physically relaxed

as much as possible and in emotional contact. The natural capacity to

love, to be curious, to work (deliver the baby) are protected and

supported by emotionally present caregivers. In the event of an

emergency, medical knowledge is offered and intervention is made

within a trusting relationship between the mother, father and their

medical caregivers. The spontaneous contractions of the uterus occur

without synthetic pitocin. The entire spontaneous psychophysiologic

process of delivery is not interfered with unless absolutely necessary.

The mother looking in wonder at her newborn, the newborn looking

at his or her mother and father is natural and unhurried.  The baby is

perceived and its excitation is felt and the baby perceives and is

excited by the mother and father. The capacity for emotional contact

is protected and encouraged by the caregivers in a warm, safe, trusting

and quiet environment. 
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Wilhelm Reich and Pregnancy

Wilhelm Reich stated that our emotional life begins in the womb. If we

can honestly face our fear of the spontaneous in pregnant mothers

and fathers and newborns, without harsh interference or disregard of

the risks, children of the future will be healthier, happier and less

armored and sick. Anyone who wants to improve their functioning in

life, whether it is the obstetrician, the midwife, the mother or the

father, must first work on themselves and develop their capacity for

deeper emotional contact, as is possible with medical orgone therapy.

Only then will we be able to accurately sense in ourselves what is

healthy, and what is sick. If we do this before pregnancy, during

pregnancy and throughout the child’s life and the family’s life, there

is hope for the life of the newborn child right from the start.
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An Orgonomic Approach to a Patient
with Synthetic Marijuana-Induced
Psychosis

Susan Marcel, D.O.

Abstract

This paper presents the treatment of a patient with a synthetic marijuana-

induced psychosis using an orgonomic approach. A brief review of the origin of

synthetic marijuana is given. The rise in use among teens and college-age

students is reviewed as well as the medical and psychiatric dangers and

consequences. The treatment of the patient dealt with several biological,

psychological, medical and social challenges. Synthetic marijuana’s effect on

the patient’s energetic functioning, namely pulsation, excitation, perception

and emotional contact is illustrated. The limitations of a mechanistic,

symptom-based, DSM-5 approach are presented. 

Introduction and History of Synthetic Marijuana

Synthetic marijuana is composed of analogues and metabolites of

delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC). It was first synthesized by John

W. Huffman, an organic chemist at Clemson University in 1984 (to the

present) in an attempt to develop drugs that could potentially help

patients with multiple sclerosis, HIV/AIDS and cancer. In the late

2000s, two of the metabolite compounds were sold in Germany as an

alternative to marijuana. The compounds are sprayed on leafy plant

material and then smoked and inhaled.

Synthetic marijuana, also known as “K2” or “Spice” among other

names, has increased in popularity among U.S. high school and

college students in recent years and is marketed as incense or bath

salts. The U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration has designated the

five active chemicals most frequently found in Spice as Schedule 1
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controlled substances, making it illegal to buy, possess or sell them

(National Institute on Drug Abuse). In the first half of 2013, the DEA

seized $51 million in cash and assets along with 9,445 kg of packaged

synthetic marijuana (Gray, 2014). 

The effect of synthetic marijuana is reported to be more intense

than naturally grown marijuana in elevating mood, altering

perception, and lowering anxiety. Synthetic marijuana has also been

reported to cause agitation, paranoia, hallucinations and death. The

American Association of Poison Control Centers has documented over

16,000 cases of exposure reported from 2011 to July 2014 (American

Association of Poison Control Centers). The lack of information

about the hazards of synthetic marijuana among physicians, parents,

students, and schools plays a major role in many emergency room

visits and hospitalizations. 

Orgonomic Perspective of Marijuana’s Effects 

Contributing authors to the Journal of Orgonomy have described the

deleterious effects of marijuana on a person’s functioning (Apple,

1999; Harman, 1999). Marijuana disrupts adolescent development and

the individual’s capacity to develop a healthy love including sexual

relationship. Marijuana contributes to the chaotic breakdown of social

structure and to social destructiveness and disrupts the capacity for

self-regulation and natural bioemotional pulsation. Marijuana alters

the relationship between the perceptual functions of sensation (what

one sees, hears, smells, tastes, touches) and emotion (such as love,

fear, anger, and sadness). In the patient described below, a single use

of synthetic marijuana had a devastating effect, inducing an acute

psychotic episode followed by months of social withdrawal, inability to

tolerate natural pulsation, intolerance of emotion and altered

perceptual functioning. 

Case Summary and Treatment

Brad is a 19-year-old college freshman who was referred to me for

outpatient treatment after an 11-day psychiatric hospitalization. He
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became acutely psychotic after drinking beer and smoking synthetic

marijuana. This was the first time Brad had used marijuana. Within

20 minutes of smoking the synthetic marijuana, his perception

became severely altered. He felt anxious, agitated and was terrified

when he looked at people’s faces. He reported being unable to speak

yet he felt “every emotion possible,” especially terror. He screamed

and then passed out, striking his head on the floor. His friends

helped him to a bathroom where he punched out a window with his

fist. He reclined on a bed for 4 hours, looking at others’ faces. He felt

doomed as if he were facing his death. “I was being sent back to my

birth.” He then called his parents who picked him up and in the car

he stated he “controlled his thoughts and emotions… I am a

Christian… I have memory of another religion.” Brad deteriorated

over the next few weeks, with auditory and visual hallucinations,

social isolation, absent energy, anhedonia, bizarre thoughts about

other people’s faces, hyperfocus on details of someone’s face (a

mole, the corner of their mouth) auditory hypersensitivity,

hypersomnia, headaches, and “anxiety, especially in my hands… cold

makes them feel better.” Playing video games at times caused Brad to

feel more anxious and paranoid. 

Brad was hospitalized on the psychiatric service and dropped out

of college. He was discharged to an outpatient day program where his

antipsychotic and two antianxiety medications were increased. The day

program treatment consisted primarily of group therapy meetings in

which Brad became increasingly anxious and paranoid interacting

with other psychotic individuals. He described his individual therapist

as well meaning but not able to grasp the depth of his fear and

disordered thinking. His parents were dissatisfied as well as they

watched their son become a “zombie on medication,” gaining 15

pounds and complaining of blurred vision. In our initial session, Brad

stated to me slowly and poignantly, “I was in the hospital. Looking at

people’s faces bothered me. I feel like I am between heaven and hell.”



Past Medical and Developmental History

Brad was born two months premature. His mother received Brethine,

known generically as terbutaline, a beta-2 agonist, sympathomimetic,

smooth-muscle relaxant. These injections were intended to stop her

uterine contractions but were unsuccessful. Brad was delivered by

suction forceps and spent several weeks in neonatal intensive care. He

was bottle-fed. His parents reported he suffered with night terrors

from one-to two-years of age.

At age seven, Brad had a severe anxiety attack after receiving

albuterol, also a beta-2 agonist, sympathomimetic, smooth-muscle

relaxant, for bronchospasm and an upper respiratory infection. At

age 11, Brad had an episode of waking in the middle of the night

terrified and feeling anxious about his hands. Relief was obtained by

exposure to cold directly to them. From age 14 to 17, Brad occasion-

ally experienced déjà vu as well as tunnel vision. His mother reported

that every autumn he gets tired, feels “heavy,” is less motivated and

has decreased concentration. 

Family History and Social History

Brad lives at home with his family. Both parents are hard working,

self-employed business owners and are very supportive. Brad began

exhibiting social withdrawal prior to the synthetic marijuana use. For

example, he began playing video games more frequently in his senior

year of high school and spent less time with his friends. Brad denied

any drug or alcohol use prior to his psychotic episode. He has not

used drugs or alcohol since the onset of the psychotic episode. He

likes to draw, play basketball and ride his bicycle. He describes

himself as a perfectionist and he feels shy around girls. Brad is unsure

if he can return to college to complete his business degree as he feels

no motivation. 

Clinical Presentation

At our first session Brad appeared alert, oriented to person, place and

time and dressed casually and neatly. He exhibited paucity of speech,
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with a low monotonous tone to his voice. He reported auditory

hallucinations of an unintelligible man’s voice and perceptual

distortions especially of other people’s faces. He stated, “There are no

words to describe how I feel.” When shown a picture with faces of

children and their corresponding emotion, he identified two faces

that fit how he felt inside: unsafe and anxious. He felt someone was

punishing him. He denied any suicidal or homicidal thoughts. 

Brad sat slumped in a waiting room chair with no affect and a

spacey, detached look in his eyes, which showed no sparkle to them.

He smiled, stood up and greeted me. He walked to my office and

dropped himself down in a chair as if it took great effort to have

moved. His eyes followed me, sometimes looking over at his mom. He

appeared pale and tired. Brad’s eye movements elicited anxiety and

fear when he looked to the left and to the right. The anxiety was much

more pronounced when looking left. He sometimes squinted and

stared at a mark on my face or the corner of my mouth. He looked like

he was trying very hard to follow my verbal cues. While lying supine on

the couch, Brad’s jaw was tight. The neck muscles were soft. Holding

his occipital area and cervical muscles elicited a feeling of sadness in

me as if I was holding a very young, vulnerable infant. This occurred

prior to learning that he was born premature. His face looked anxious

with a furrowed brow. His chest was soft, though barely moving. His

abdomen was soft and concave. He did not move his pelvis or legs

spontaneously. His legs were sprawled out across the couch and

seemed to have decreased, “floppy” muscle tone. Crossing his legs

helped to clear his thinking. Leg-kicking was strong but mechanical

and stiff. His voice had a serious tone to it.

Course of Treatment

Brad has been seen for 42 sessions over a nine-month period. Our

work together has been focused on improving his perception and

integrating excitation, thus improving emotional contact. Sessions

have consisted of talking, listening and quiet periods between us. He

often lies on the couch or sits very still while looking around the room.
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He shoots a foam basketball into a small basketball net, juggles, and

draws at my suggestion. He is putting the pieces of his experience

together. He is slowly establishing genuine contact with himself and

with me.

Brad does not like the side effects of the antipsychotic and

antianxiety medication and I have attempted to slowly wean him off

them. He feels the medications slow his thinking, blunt his feelings

and give him headaches. He has slowly reduced the time spent playing

video games, which are exciting but not satisfying. While playing them,

his eyes were observed to barely move, staying fixed in a small central

visual area. After playing for two or three hours, he feels tired, listless,

foggy, and wants to nap. His eyes hurt just after a video game session

as he looks around. He has begun to self-regulate and play these games

much less than when he first entered treatment.

Brad had a setback when his father took him to a baseball game. He

could not get through the first inning because the faces in the crowd

were too anxiety-provoking. He has felt a growing anger toward himself

for letting his friends talk him into smoking the synthetic marijuana.

He has cried several times, realizing what has happened to him. 

I have a cautious optimism but I am concerned because he seems

quite fragile. His sense of humor has emerged. His overall

functioning has improved slowly. He makes his own lunch rather than

having his mother make it. He swims in the pool. He likes to draw. He

exercises daily which he reports clears his thinking. He has attended

family parties and has reconnected with a few friends. He also rides

his bicycle. He expressed his appreciation at feeling understood

about the hell he has been in for these past months. He is slowly

establishing better contact with me in sessions. There is more sparkle

to his eyes. I have a sense of the torrent of emotion within Brad and

as the medication is lowered, we are determining if he will be able to

tolerate increased excitation. Each reduction in his medication is

accompanied by an increase in muscle and joint pain. We have come

to understand that the muscle and joint pain is symptomatic of his

emotions moving and being held in his muscles. He gets some relief
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from the muscle pain by kicking and weightlifting. Brad’s insight is

improving. He can identify his healthy thoughts from what he calls his

irrational paranoid thoughts. 

Conclusion 

Our culture has become desensitized to the use of marijuana and is

ignorant of its effect on biophysical functioning. The use of marijuana

and its metabolites alter, perhaps permanently, an individual’s capacity

for lumination, pulsation, emotion and sensation. This, in turn, alters

an individual’s ability to establish contact with him or herself and with

another person. If free pulsation of orgone energy is the basis for

health, synthetic marijuana’s induction of unnatural energetic

excitation and expansion in the ocular segment will be followed by a

severe contraction and contactlessness. This was seen quite clearly in

Brad’s history. After the single use of synthetic marijuana, Brad’s

entire biophysical, social and perceptual functioning was severely and

adversely altered. His prematurity at birth had already predisposed

him to a severe disruption of functioning in the ocular segment. His

subsequent biophysical contraction and contactlessness from the

synthetic marijuana has continued for many months.  

Treatment using an orgonomic understanding of biophysical

functioning has allowed Brad to feel safe again, express his fear, and

slowly begin to expand. He is establishing contact with himself and with

others. He is experiencing emotions of fear, anger and sadness more

intensely. He is slowly emerging from his psychosis and learning what is

healthy and what is unhealthy. The mechanistic psychiatric treatment

Brad received prior to our work together was ignorant of functional

bioenergetic processes such as perception, excitation, sensation,

emotion, pulsation and lumination. Beyond medication, there was no

attempt to treat his primary difficulty, namely impaired ocular

functioning and intolerance of excitation. Had it continued, the

mechanistic approach would have emotionally crippled him through

his twenties and beyond.
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Contemporary psychiatry’s reliance on medication is of limited

value. Medical orgone therapy makes use of what is rational, effective

and beneficial in psychiatry but it does so with a deeper understanding

of bioenergetic movement and functioning.

Brad was living a “zombie-like existence” (his words) in a

psychiatric day program, essentially frozen with little movement.

Fortunately, Brad’s parents had enough emotional health to recognize

that their son was functioning poorly and they were willing to seek out

alternative care. The functional view that medical orgone therapy

offered gave Brad the chance to escape the purgatory-like existence in

which he was stuck. He is beginning to live more fully, pulsate,

perceive, feel and function better. He hopes to return to college and

work. He is wiser and sobered by the detour that his life has taken. He

would like to start dating and develop friendships. Medical orgone

therapy offers Brad a first step and an exit out of the trap created by

synthetic marijuana and mechanistic psychiatric treatment.  
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The Schizophrenic Biopathy
Part I—The Bio-Energetic Basis of
Auditory Hallucinations

James A. Willie, M.D.

Editor’s Note: This article by Dr. James A. Willie was first presented at the

Second International Orgonomic Conference in Rangeley, Maine on August

25, 1950 and later was published in Orgonomic Medicine in December

1953. It is a must read for every orgonomic physician as well for anyone

interested in orgonomy.

The article gives a detailed description of the hallucinatory experiences of

a young schizophrenic woman and shows the underlying bioenergetic

mechanism from which they originate—the split between excitation and

perception. This is strikingly evident when she projects the “rushing

characteristic” of her own inner plasmatic streamings onto people walking in

the street. The associated terror leads her to remove herself by withdrawing into

herself, becoming the observer. In a situation where she can’t physically leave,

she clings to the siderailing against the wall.

Because of this split, her experience of her inner world is distorted.

Particularly compelling, she projects her armor onto the walls which she then

perceives as a sponge from which something comes out, something that makes

her uncomfortable. This is her own organismic orgone energy and its charge. 

As her therapy progresses she begins to realize that what she experiences in

the outside world actually originates from within herself. She expresses this

when she says that she wants to understand if the uncomfortable feeling comes

from the walls of her house or from inside herself. She then describes the origin

of her hallucinatory experience by pointing out that the feeling of turmoil is in

her epigastrium, which next spreads through her chest followed by either “voices”

or a change in “outside sounds.” This is a clear description of the biophysical

origin of the hallucinatory experience.
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Her perception of the intolerable vegetative currents, her excitation, is what

activates the split between the two and the hallucinatory experience projected

onto the outside world. She also realizes that the cloudiness and the heaviness

she feels in the air are inside her head and not in the surrounding atmosphere.

The history and presentation of this patient clearly reveals and substantiates

all the features of the schizophrenic biopathy described by Wilhelm Reich in

Character Analysis. Both Reich’s patient and Willie’s are exemplars of the

orgonomic understanding of schizophrenia. Nowadays, aside from initial

presentation, these clinical features are infrequently seen due to the effects of

antipsychotic medication: perception and excitation are pharmacologically dulled

and the manifestations of the underlying bioenergetic process are obscured.

[Salvatore Iacobello, M.D.]

For centuries workers have studied the riddle of schizophrenia, yet its

basic nature is still unknown. Traditionally it has been treated as either

a psychological or an organic disease. Thus workers in this field are

divided into two camps. Wilhelm Reich, in the chapter entitled “The

Schizophrenic Split” in Character Analysis, Third Edition, shows that this

disease is both psychological and organic. Also that these two aspects

are integrated in a deeper bio-energetic basis. Thus schizophrenia can

be treated as a set of characteristic disturbances of orgonotic energy

flow through autonomic pathways. In this paper I hope to illustrate the

bio-energetic basis of auditory hallucinations.   

Relevant History 

Only that history which is necessary to serve as a background for this

paper will be presented. In her tenth year this sixteen year old girl

became ill with the following symptoms: fever, pains (thought to be

neuritic) in right arm, right leg and sole of right foot; depression, with

a wish to be left alone; and a complaint that two “voices” (one male

and one female) argued and desired to destroy her. A cardiologist

found a functional murmur, diagnosed rheumatic fever and

prescribed bed-rest. Later events proved that this childhood illness was

actually the first schizophrenic outbreak.   



The present attack of illness set in two years ago when patient

began to feel “damned-up and quiet,” resented her parents’ authority,

refused to attend school any longer, and experienced a return of her

arm pains and “voices.”  

Examinations

The physical, neurological and mental examinations were essentially

negative. The bio-physical examination revealed the following: An

overly mature adolescent of sixteen. Weight 152 pounds with obesity

distributed mainly over pelvis and thighs. She moved slowly and

heavily. The whole body appears closed-up and ballooned out. Patient

stares off into a corner but appears open and talks freely. The facies as

a whole is cold, haughty, unlined and “independent.” The forehead

frowns, eyes look scolding and mouth severe. Chest is held up in the

full inspiratory position. She cannot spontaneously let it down. It

comes down when pressure is exerted from above, producing mild

fright and minor thigh quiverings. Even then the chest seems to  stay

up due to holding in the throat. Increased respiration, alone, or with

my help, fails to produce any bio-energetic manifestations, either

sensory, motor or emotional. No marked armor as such, but only

superficial armorings in masseters, shoulder musculature and

particularly in thighs. Abdomen is held sucked-in.   

Therapeutic Approach

The usual medical orgone-therapeutic procedures, such as character

analysis, softenings of armored musculature, chest pressure to induce

proper respiration, and the attempt to have patient pump out

repressed emotions, all failed. Clearly the patient’s defensive ability to

absorb powerful stimuli (even pain) constituted a formidable block to

any therapeutic progress. She had achieved a one-way communication

with her outside world. Using experience gained with masochistic

characters, I employed more vigorous stimuli. These, too, were at first

quietly absorbed. Finally the chest let go. Explosive crying emerged
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from the throat block. She threw her arms around me and sobbed

bitterly on my shoulder.  

My Foci Of Interest 

From here on, I shall concentrate on certain responses which

fascinated me. Two interlocking aspects of her case drew my interest.

First, her auditory hallucinations and allied defensive phenomena,

especially their original psychological formation, due to certain

environmental pressures, and their later bio-energetic anchorage.

Secondly, the bio-energetic interplay outside, within and beneath the

armor with the latter’s permeation by disturbance in orgonotic flow. I

was also interested in the symptomatic response to therapy. My

experience as a medical orgone therapist with many schizophrenics

had taught me that therapy has distintegrative as well as integrative

effects, the outcome depending on the final balance achieved, as well

as on the attainment or not of a higher level of functioning.  

Of supreme help was the fact that she was unduly perceptive and

capable of lucid description of her conceptual, emotional, and bio-

energetic responses and yet fortunately devoid of the high degree of

distortion so commonly seen in schizophrenics during their medical

orgone therapy. 

The following abstracts from her progress record will contain only

relevant material which centers around my two foci of interest. Such

data, couched as far as possible in her own words, will speak for itself.  

Therapeutic Responses

Session 2: Patient reported that following the first session: “Outside

sounds” seemed “heavier.” This quantitative change frightened her as

presaging re-appearance of the “voices.” Then the two “voices”

returned; one low-pitched and the other high-pitched. Prior to

therapy “They” used to argue and tried to make her panicky and out

of control. But this time the “low voice” took on a reassuring quality.

Patient now recognized two psychological sources of each “voice.” The

“low voice” was: (1) the reserved portion of herself which strove
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desperately to maintain control and avoid panic and (2) her father’s

voice, as he is by nature calm. The “high voice” was: (1) the hysterical,

panicky portion of herself, and (2) the mother’s hysterical voice when

she “blows up.” 

Session 9: A remark made in a tone similar to one of the “voices,”

or even music will serve to initiate the “voices.” A certain song with a

slow moving bass note always brings on the “low voice.” Patient is

afraid to turn on a certain radio program as it always starts up the

“voices.” At present she is annoyed rather than frightened by the “low

voice.” This is because the “low voice” is now attempting to be more

aggravating by assuming a droning, monotonous character; by

laughing at her and mocking her; or even by taking on portions of

both “voices” just to be annoying. For instance, if she is attempting to

concentrate, the “low voice” repeats what she is thinking, but slows it

up so it drones. If she tries to speak up in her natural voice the “low

voice” takes over and changes the natural voice, which leaves her body. 

The therapy’s first impact upsets the balance of forces by which

she precariously maintains inner control. Such disruption means

increased panic and confusion and a resurgence of the feared “voices.”

We note how easily the hallucinations and other projective

phenomena are triggered into action. Further, as the “voices” gain

more power they assume malicious and triumphant qualities. The

therapeutically induced mental disintegration also splits certain ego

synthesizing functions. In the consequent confusion, what the mind

thinks, which normally goes on into voicing the thought, is regressively

replaced by hallucinations. This implies basic bio-energetic shifts (to

use Reich’s term).  

Session 10: A certain radio announcer (male) has a lovely, deep,

rich voice. If a “voice” comes on while he is speaking, the patient first

hears a “change of sound” and not the announcer’s voice. Then his

voice changes, giving her the feeling that he is trying to “rush on” and

make his voice louder. But there is “Something” that feels like a filmy curtain

moving in the breeze, which lies between herself and the man’s voice coming out

of the radio. When the patient is listening to an orchestra she can feel
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the changing of the rhythm. That is, the orchestra is trying to go faster than

the Conductor wishes! Patient likes to have everything in rhythm, and

when the rhythm is “off” she feels out of balance. In Junior High

School a few years ago, when the orchestra made a mistake and the

conductor stepped in, the orchestra did not stop as a whole, which

sounded so disorganized that the inside of the patient went into a

similar state of disorganization. She recalls how, four or five years ago,

she was playing the piano in this orchestra before a large audience and

one player made a mistake, and then instead of going on, he repeated

the music in one place. This threw the entire orchestra off the track;

so that every instrument was playing something else, but the patient’s

copy of the music had all the rhythm in it, and as long as she kept up

the same tempo she felt all right inside. 

First, there is the distortion of incoming sounds, followed by a

blotting out of the man’s voice. Next, we note the animation of the

announcer’s voice with the “rushing characteristic’’ which belongs to

the patient’s organism. The urgent necessity of keeping external

sounds in rhythm reflects the patient’s projected and desperate efforts

to maintain internal harmony (control). All through the progress

history, one notes the panic over changes of tempo and how so much

is described in terms of movement. Logically, movement refers to the

moving of energy and can have no pure psychological value.

Traditional psychiatry can understand a patient’s terror over the words

(content) expressed by a “voice.” But it has no place in its domain for

a terror induced by a “rushing characteristic”’ of the hallucinatory and

projective phenomena, which is based upon the perception of

uncontrolled plasmatic streamings. Thus the projection of “rushing” is

a defensive measure to deal with heightened (feared) streamings. 

She equates the orchestral instruments with disparate portions of

herself (psychologically and bio-energetically speaking). We may

postulate that these instruments basically represent the different

streams of bio-energy within her mind and body and that the

Conductor is the Ego which synthesizes and exerts the final control

over all subsidiary bio-energetic forces. These postulates seem to
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gain some justification when patient goes on to explain: “When I

heard the music running on ahead, I was the Conductor trying to get

the orchestra under control.” Reich, in his chapter entitled “The

Schizophrenic Split,” has already clearly demonstrated the identity of

such “forces” with the orgonotic streamings. The perception of such

uncontrolled energies strikes a particular terror in a schizophrenic.

But, as Reich has conclusively shown, the schizophrenic has armored

himself against feeling such terror by creating the dissociation between

motility and the perception of sensation. This dissociation is operative in

my patient since, so far, she does not perceive the “rushing”

sensation as her own characteristic, but as that of animate and

inanimate outer objects. 

Session 12: Concerning the “rushing” experiences the patient has

this to say: “When I walk on the street, everyone seems to be in such

a rush, so nervous and not going in a straight line. They look as if they

don’t know what they will do next. It makes me nervous and I have to

do one of two things—either I have to step out of the picture and

watch from the outside, that is, to become an observer rather than a

participant. Or, if I have to be in the midst of these rushing people, I

would rather be close to the outside. That is, like people walking up and

down subway steps, I prefer to hang onto the siderails. I cannot stand

to walk in the middle! I must go to the side where there is a wall, as I

fear that if I am not standing near a tall, supporting wall, then I will

be thrown by these rushing people into the middle, as into a whirlpool,

and thus into confusion! Likewise I cannot sleep with a door open in

my room. Once I slept with my back facing the door, but my bed was in

the middle of the room, and it frightened me! My bed has to be near a wall,

not with the foot of the bed extending into the room but with one

entire side of the bed next to the wall. I cannot fall asleep unless the

room is in complete order and when I awaken I first take a look

around to see what is not in place. If one object is out of place it

means confusion.”

She projects perception of the “rushing” characteristic of her

streamings onto the street-walkers. But now she is terrified by the
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“rushing” of the people. Here the terror has permeated the defensive

mechanism and the projection has failed. This calls for deeper and

more regressive defenses. She must now try to isolate herself from these

people. Since “rushing people” represent orgonotic streams we would

expect her to maintain a distance between herself and the terrifying

sensations. She would logically withdraw from these “rushing people”

into herself. But matters are not that simple in a schizophrenic

because of their distorting and mystifying tendencies. For she tells us:

“I have to step out of the picture and watch from the outside.” This can

only mean that as she projects the “rushing” outside onto people, she

also takes flight away from the center (“middle”) of herself (“watch

from the outside”). This becomes clear when she brings out her

second alternative, that she cannot bear to walk in the middle of

things. This motif is over-determined as it takes on multifarious forms.

Consider her sleep rituals as a sample. Here, again, being in the

middle evokes terror. She must cling to the outside. She identifies her

bedroom with the inside of her body and mind. As a defense against

the inner confusion (disordered plasmatic streamings) she projects

the confusion onto her surroundings and then attempts to bring it

under control by having order in her room. The “room objects” have

a symbolic value similar to that of the street-walkers. An object out of

place in her bedroom is like “people in the street who do not travel in

a straight line and who do not seem to know where they are going,”

(that is, who are out of control). Naturally, inanimate objects are much

more easily controlled than animate ones. One can easily sense behind

her “fear of the middle” not only the fear of insanity; but the fear of

being swept along helplessly in the torrent (whirl pool) of her

powerful orgastic streamings which surge so strongly through her

“middle.” Then it becomes comprehensible why she heads for the

“outside” to cling to wall, siderail, side of her room and to my

shoulder—all being representative of the outside armoring! 

Session 17: An old boy-friend is dating her again. This has led the

patient to recall past unpleasant scenes she had with the mother

about this boy. Following one such argument, the patient made a
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serious suicidal attempt. Now, again, her mother is going around

with an accusing, glaring face. Patient states: “I have an unsettled

feeling here [points to the epigastrium]. It is all mixed-up there. It is

like the ‘voices.’”

She reveals that her solar plexus area is in a turmoil similar to that

in her head, indicating the underlying disturbance is not only

psychological, but more basically a bio-energetic dysfunctioning.

Could there be a twisting up of energy currents which, in the head, can

produce such phenomena as auditory hallucinations, confusion,

difficulty in concentration, loss of memory, etc., and in the solar

plexus can cause unsettled feelings? I would like to say at this point

that several of my schizophrenics have described these feelings as a

twisting up of currents. 

Session 20: Again, last night, the radio was on. Patient remarks:

“Usually this particular man’s voice sounds as if he means every word

he says. But this time his voice sounded empty and dull. Then I felt

‘Something’ tangible in the air and in front of me that felt thick. It was as if I

could walk out and pull something away that stood between myself and the

radio man! I could picture the man’s voice as though it were on a wire

recorder where there are two spools, where one takes up the wire from

the other and pulls it along. His voice was being pulled along very

slowly and this same pull was trying to pull his voice up! It is like you are

playing a record and if you run your finger around the edge of the

record, the finger pulls the record faster.” 

What was this “tangible something?” Once before, the patient had

referred to it as a “filmy curtain moving in the breeze lying between

herself and the radio.” I do not have a ready answer for this perplexing

question but one can venture a certain hypothesis. Reich, in his

chapter alluded to above, has described how his patient projected the

surface of her body out to the walls of the room, carrying on at that

distant periphery the battle between her inner and outer worlds. As I

shall later demonstrate, my patient does likewise. This “armor

projection” possibly reflects a withdrawal of orgonotic energy from the

surface towards the biological core. But due to the distortion peculiar
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to schizophrenics, this is perceptually pictured as being a projection of

muscular armor out to the walls of the room. The feeling of a tangible

something or of a filmy curtain could hypothetically be this schizo-

phrenic’s keen perception of the distorting and screening

“influences,” against feeling the heightened organ sensations. Such

“influences,” too, seem to be due to some peculiar and little

understood orgone-energetic disturbance within this muscular armor,

through which communications, such as voice sounds, etc. are filtered.

The exact location of such a filter is unknown, but its existence seems

plausible. In other schizophrenics, such a filtering and distorting

mechanism is represented in the eye-veiling which filters out the

world’s evil from the patient’s visual field. 

The wire recorder analogy sounds like an apt and graphic

description in which one spool (hypothetically) represents the “silent

mind” with its repository of thought and memories; the other spool

symbolizes the larynx which produces the sounds. One can assume

that the plasmatic streamings running from the brain to the vocal

cords carry such impulses. Thus this patient pictures some of the bio-

energetic disturbances which underlie her hallucinations, her

difficulty in talking, etc.  

Session 21: Yesterday, as soon as the patient was unoccupied, she

became panicky as she feared the “outside sounds” would change. She

said: “The ‘Something’ from the house makes me feel that something terrible will

happen, that is, this uncomfortable feeling before the sound changes. It is in the

walls, which are like a sponge, which when you squeeze, makes the water run

out. The house is like the sponge and something comes from it that makes me

feel uncomfortable. The air is thick and not clear and fine!”

Here we have a graphic picture of her armor projected outward

and identified with the walls of the house. This armor, like a sponge,

has “holes” from which water (orgone energy) is squeezed out, passing

inward and producing the unpleasant feelings and the heavy, thick air,

which frightens her. We must bear in mind that the schizophrenic

(with the exception of the catatonic type) usually has very little armor.

Therefore what armor he has could (hypothetically) be full of large
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“holes” and thus the orgone energy could easily pass through such

armor. Further, we must not forget that the armor serves the function

of absorbing the free floating energy. But the effect of the armor-

attack and of the improved respiration, both produced by therapy, is

to raise the level of available orgone energy. 

Patient continues: “The air outside the house is so clean and cool.

But as soon as I walk into the house I feel everything is so ‘close’ and

that ‘It’ was just waiting for me to come in to make me feel that way. I

want to try another house to see if the ‘It’ will have the same effect on

me there. I wish to determine whether the uncomfortable feeling

comes from the walls of my house or from the inside of myself. My own

bedroom by rights should be a refuge, but actually I dislike it because

when inside it I develop restlessness and a turmoil here [points to

epigastrium], which goes up through my chest and is followed by

either ‘voices’ or a change in ‘outside sounds,’ or by my walking

confusedly around and not knowing what to do.”

The air outside the house corresponds to that outside of her own

armor (body walls). Inside the house (body walls) the air is “close,”

which alludes to the increased perception of the higher level of

orgone energy. Here “It” (orgone energy), as so often in schizo-

phrenia, is symbolized as having a devilish, malicious quality and as

waiting to entrap her in its power. Apparently, the patient is now close

to seeing the identity between the house walls and her body walls.  

Session 22: Patient continues: “Ordinarily the walls feel hard,

strong and tough, and if they stayed hard nothing cou1d seep through

them. But then the walls seem to receive vibrations of ‘Something’

from the outside and they become wavy and softer as if they could

bubble over. These walls would not come down with a crash but would

fall over softly. Now as the walls soften and ‘Something’ comes through I get

the feeling that everything is coming in, but that nothing is going out! At a

certain point this ‘Something’ becomes thicker. It is then I feel I can

touch it and that the ‘sounds outside’ of me change. Next, the room

begins to feel stuffy and this ‘Something’ causes an inner restlessness

in here [pointing to solar plexus area] and I feel suffocated. So I have
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the impulse to open the window to let in cold, clear air and let out this

stuffy, cloudy atmosphere because nothing leaves me and everything closes

in on me!” 

This is a beautiful, lucid description of the bio-energetic relations

which go on outside, within and beneath her armoring. Such a

description has far-reaching implications for all types of biopathies

and even for the so-called normal person. This schizophrenic feels

how the muscular armor as it is softened by therapy, takes on the wavy,

pulsatory characteristics of bio-energy as it is liberated from the armor,

joining with that bio-energy existing beneath the armor, to raise the

available energy level. One must keep in mind that the schizophrenic,

above all biopathies, keeps his level of free orgonotic energy as low as

possible and any appreciable rise is highly disturbing. This explains

why all schizophrenics become worse immediately following a session.

Reich has described how during anxiety, bio-energy takes a

centrifugal path flowing back towards the biological core, particularly

into the solar plexus area, the latter being defensively walled off. In

such cases, the diaphragm is held pushed downwards, the anterior

abdominal wall is “sucked-in,” etc. (all of which were pointed out in

the bio-physical examination of this patient). Such protective

measures would cause a pressure against the solar plexus area. This,

plus the increased flow of orgone energy toward the solar plexus,

might account for the inner restlessness and feeling of suffocation in

this area. At this point, too, one can postulate that the patient has a

one-way communication between the cosmic ocean and her own bio-

energy because she keeps taking in cosmic energy but cannot release

the surplus (which has accumulated through the years in her body)

since the orgasm reflex is not operating. Such a life-long accumulation

without release would account for her “stuffed up, ballooned-out”

bodily appearance, for the thigh and pelvic obesity, for her inability to

express any emotions and for her feeling of suffocation. 

When the concentration of bio-energy beneath the armor has

reached a certain level, then the change in outside sounds and

suffocation ensue. The sensation connected with the latter is partly
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projected outward and felt as “stuffy, cloudy room” but also felt as an

inner suffocation. The impulse to open windows shows her desperate

attempt to relieve this suffocation.  

Session 24: Now, the patient correlates between crises outside and

those induced during therapeutic sessions as follows: “What happens

in therapy when I am made to ‘let go’ and cry is like when the ‘voices’

come, that is, the walls soften and I feel ‘Something’ seeping into the

walls and into me, but as usual nothing leaves me.” (The latter is not

strictly true as the patient discharges some bio-energy in muscular

tremblings, in crying, etc.) 

Session 25: Patient reports that since receiving a disturbing letter

from her boyfriend, she has beard the “voices” continuously: “One

night I heard one ‘voice’ which sounded like a number of ‘voices,’

since by the time this ‘voice’ finished one sentence, the sentence

would echo and the ‘voice’ would start on another sentence while the

echo was still in progress. This echoing gave the effect of a number of

‘voices.’ But I know all of this comes from one Source-—from one

Tongue! Then the ‘voice’ got higher and higher, that is, more excited

and hysterical. At this moment the ‘low voice’ began laughing in a low, creepy

tone as if it was sneaking into the room! Then all the inside of my body was

mocking laughter, all jumbled up. It was just like it is when I hear the ‘voices’

in my head!” 

The “echoing” pictures another aspect of the mental (bio-

energetic) dysfunctioning which is occurring. Coincidentally, the

patient also attains a higher level of integration since she now senses

the identity between the confusion and hallucinations within the head,

on the one hand, and the jumbled up feelings in her body, on the

other. There could be only one explanation, namely, that both

conditions represent two aspects of the same basic disturbance. 

We must also note “The ‘voice’ laughing in a low, creepy tone as if

it were sneaking into the room.” Patient is now close to the identity

between the “sneaky voices” and the “Something’’ which sneaks

through the walls. The mocking character of the “low voice” is related
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also to an element in the father’s character structure, as well as to a

devilish component in the patient’s character. 

Session 26: Patient continues: “I began talking to myself in my

mind telling the ‘voices’ that it is past the point where they can

frighten me any longer and that ‘they’ will have to cut it out. As I said

these words my natural voice became slower. I felt it droning on,

losing all its loudness, becoming listless, like a record when you bring

it down to the lowest point. I felt that the ‘mocking voice’ was

overcoming my natural voice and getting control. Then my own

natural voice took on the sing-song mocking that the ‘low voice’ has

always had, and so my own natural voice began to mock me for the

first time! The ‘voices’ this time did not seem far away. I heard them

as if they were walking around in my head! Then I again heard the

people around me talking.” 

During the recovery of schizophrenics, they always introject

portions of themselves and others—personified as auditory

hallucinations—which have previously been projected into the outer

world. This introjection is a part of the intrapsychic resynthesizing.

Consequently, a “distant voice” becomes a “close voice” or is even felt

as a portion of the subject’s own self. We also expect as a part of this

reversal that the “armor” which has been projected outward, say to the

walls of the room, is also returned to the body surface. From a bio-

energetic standpoint, this most likely means that the bio-energy

streams centripetally from the biological core out towards the body

surface again.

Session 28: Patient describes another important mechanism by

which she is able to remove herself from unpleasant situations. She

says: “Once I was riding a subway train. It pulled up to a station, but its

doors failed to open and it failed to pull clear up to the station. The

people waiting at the station became frightened, confused, and they

cried. Some were afraid to go into the train. As I had expected, after

the train started, it did not work properly, which made many of its

occupants panicky. But I was calm as I did not care what happened since I

deadened myself! Also, at times when mother preached to me I didn’t
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hear her. I blotted out mother with her unpleasant preaching. Further,

things that interested others often failed to interest me, as I felt ‘dead’

to them. At present if I am not interested in things I deaden myself and

do not listen! This cuts me out of conversations with the result that the

conversations are of no interest to me. Under such circumstances I do

not exist for these people. It is as if I am outside a window looking in at

these people!”

One surmises that the patient dissociates herself from her

surroundings, withdrawing her bio-energy into the core of herself,

producing the contactlessness so often pointed out by Reich in various

biopathies. However, through distortion, it appears to the patient as

though she is on the outside looking in, whereas, she is most probably

looking out from somewhere deep within herself.  

Session 29: lf the treatment is functioning properly, it is

characteristic that each session brings one a step closer to compre-

hending what is going on in a patient. Coincidently, the patient

advances one step closer towards the resolution of her illness. For

instance, the patient tells us: “As soon as I feel afraid [while in the

house] I have to get outside, because otherwise the ‘voices’ or

‘Something’ else equally terrifying would appear. Before therapy

began I would attempt to rationalize away such fears, but now if I try

this my mind becomes confused. All in my mind becomes cloudy, dusty,

heavy! Before the cloudiness and ‘voices’ seemed far away. Now

everything is inside close to me. When this mist clears away,

underneath it is a lot of ‘voices’ talking.”  

We know that she has advanced a step further toward recovery

because the cloudiness or heaviness is now felt as being inside her head

and not in the surrounding atmosphere. 

Session 30: Finally, we come to some interesting correlations

probably best expressed in the patient’s own words: “I always wanted to

control things inside myself and around myself outside. I always plan

beforehand what I would do if the house caught on fire or if a burglar

broke into the house. I only feel things coming into the walls of the

house and not vice versa. It is like smoke curling into the walls. If a
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burglar broke in I planned to keep him inside the house until he was

caught! He must be caught. If I trapped him inside the house, this

means he cannot come in again—that is, if he is caught and held! I

don’t feel things going out through the walls and it does not feel like

a magnet drawing them in! It is just a seeping in! It is funny that I have

no desire to push this ‘Something’ out nor to fight it back! The same

is true of the person who broke in—that is, I have no desire to push

him out. It is like the ‘spider and the fly.’ I am the ‘spider’ and I spin

a web for the fly (the burglar) and trap him! It is as if I really want

someone to break in. There is a similarity between the person

breaking in and the stuff coming in through the walls and in both

cases I keep them inside of me. I feel there is a way for ‘stuff’ to get

out, but that it does not care to get out.” 
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Human Cluelessness*

Charles Konia, M.D.

Introduction

Clueless is about recent advances in bio-psychiatry that are presented

from a functional perspective. It can be viewed as an extension of my

first two books, The Emotional Plague, The Root of Human Evil which gave

a comprehensive picture of the origin of evil and Neither Left Nor Right,

Preventing America’s Decline into Socialism. These works focused on a

particular manifestation of the emotional plague, sociopolitics. In

them, I introduce the idea that people are as clueless as they have ever

been about the underlying source of their difficulties and how best to

govern themselves. Here, I focus on the phenomenon of human

cluelessness itself.

Although both books deal with the cluelessness and

destructiveness of armored humans, they belong primarily in the

realm of sociology. I bring up the problems of political governance

and of people’s social destructiveness that have been with us

throughout human history. In Clueless, I show that these problems

must be addressed from the deeper biological perspective. 

Scientists persist in ignoring a biological understanding of human

behavior, including the rational function of politics, because their

thinking is limited by outworn ideas about the way the world should be

according to their preconceived viewpoints. The question that is

consistently sidestepped is: Why are people unable to get things right?

If the problem of human governance simply involved a rational

analysis of the government’s function, it would have been solved long

ago and society would not be in the mess that it is in today. There must

be something more going on than what people realize that prevents them

from arriving at rational, productive solutions. This unknown

*This article is an excerpt from Dr. Konia’s next book, Clueless.
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something must be in their biological functioning, that is deeper than

people’s known social and political ways of thinking.  

Clueless is written by a bio-psychiatrist for whom the entire

human race, functioning at different levels of social organization, is

viewed from the perspective of treating patients. More specifically, it

is about an unrecognized state of being that, fortuitously, has

recently become popularized by the descriptive adjective, “clueless.” 

But before starting with what clueless is, it is helpful to describe

what it is not. The state of cluelessness is not about a disturbance in

people’s orientation to their world which is vital for survival in

everyday life. If for whatever reason a person enters a state of panic his

functioning can be adversely affected to the point of disorientation

and he can temporarily become clueless. But the cluelessness we are

interested in is a chronic condition. It can last a person’s entire lifetime.

It is not directly about people’s short term ability to take care of the

details in their life that they need to attend to in order to survive. It is

not about the lack of some higher knowledge about the mysteries of

life. It is not about people being stupid, although because of their

cluelessness people can act and think “stupidly” and do “stupid”

things. In fact, some of the smartest people in the world with the

highest IQ can be among the most clueless. This is because people

often use their intellect to defend themselves and in so doing worsen

their state of cluelessness.1

It is also not directly about the effects of industrialization on

people’s lives that has resulted in their dependence on electricity,

modern technology, computers and so on. These marvels enable

millions of people to live together in levels of comfort and harmony

unimaginable several centuries ago. If used properly they function as

tools and mechanical extensions of people that exist for their

personal benefit. 

There is a flip side to this, however. Because of the necessity to

adapt to them, people often become more machine-like in their

functioning and the effect of machines on people can aggravate their

1Contrary to popular belief, the intellect is not always used in the service of rational
thinking. This is because it can function in both basic directions, toward the world and
away from the world.
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state of cluelessness. As a result of thinking mechanically about things

that are not mechanical, people have become increasingly out of

touch—clueless—with the emotional functions underlying their life

and, particularly, with their biological core functions.

But, machines are not the culprit. Without being aware of it,

people have been clueless about their emotional and other natural

functions long before society entered the industrial age. What then is

behind this pervasive and universally ignored state of being?2

From a functional perspective, it can be described as a block that

interferes with people’s seeing and thinking clearly about the vital

functions that determine their life. Moreover, it prevents them from

developing effective solutions to some of the most basic and vital

individual and social issues and problems that concern them such as

raising children, protecting their country from attack by terrorists and

despots, etc. It must be the reason why, despite their best efforts, social

conflicts continue to escalate on all fronts and cultural conditions

continue to go from bad to worse. 

From a bio-psychiatric perspective, the physical basis of this state

of being and the underlying reason for much of the individual, social

and political troubles in the world is an unrecognized perceptual

disturbance in people. This is best described as the individual’s chronic

deficiency of emotional and sensory contact with his inner and outer worlds. It

is the reason that when viewing social and political situations, people

often do not see what is happening, the “elephant in the room.” The

perceptual disturbance necessarily leads to attempts to make contact,

to substitute contact, and to disturbances in cognition and thinking. 

Despite the glut of information that we are currently bombarded

with, we appear to be living in the Dark Ages when it comes to making

sense of what is going on around us. Part of the problem is that the

knowledge needed to understand what is happening is generally

lacking. An example is people’s ignorance of the emotional plague of

2The large market in improving people’s ability to empathize and develop their
communication skills through the use of computer programs and exercises shows that
there is a growing awareness of and need to address human contactlessness. But these
are intellectual, essentially mechanical techniques. They operate on the social surface
and do not get to the biological root of what is happening within and between people
that leads to their cluelessness. The problem is in the deeper, bio-psychiatric realm.



mankind, a bio-psychiatric concept that provides a natural scientific

understanding of human evil with its innumerable destructive effects

on human life. 

A related manifestation of people’s general state of cluelessness is

that their memory for important events that have impacted social life

is short-lived and nothing of any significant permanence is ever

learned from them. Rarely do we take a step back and absorb what has

happened for the benefit of our future.  

Here are some social catastrophes that proved useless from a

preventative standpoint: After the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor on

December 7, 1941, a generation of Americans remembered the

anniversary of the attack as “a day that shall live in infamy.” In the years

following the attack, “Remember Pearl Harbor” became the rallying

cry. This lasted until the end of World War II. Afterwards, aside from a

mention in the media on the day of, Pearl Harbor Day was and has

almost been forgotten. So too, as soon as peace was declared most

people began to forget about the war and went about their lives as if

nothing had happened. Our happy-go-lucky life style and our

individual and collective amnesia returned. The shroud of perpetual

cluelessness and self-complacency engulfed the country once again.  

When a similar disaster hit on September 11, 2001, Americans

stopped their factional social and political quarreling, momentarily

came to their senses and united as one nation to share their personal

emotions of grief and horror at the catastrophe. Except for taking

some symptomatic defensive measures to deal with future attacks by

establishing a Department of Homeland Security and ultimately

tracking down and killing the leader of the attack, Osama bin Laden,

nothing of any significance that could help safeguard America from

future attacks was learned about the real source of the tragic event. 

Today, the Islamic fascists of ISIS in the Middle East are

broadcasting to the world that they are actively planning to attack the

West. Meanwhile, Western leaders are clueless about the underlying

etiological emotional forces at work in these fanatics.3
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3Destroying the Islamic State (ISIS) is necessary but is only another symptomatic
remedy. Other Islamic fascist organizations can and will erupt at any time not only in
that unstable, volatile part of the world, but more unbelievably here in America.
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From a social perspective, the capacity to learn from our own past

experiences and from recorded history to guide us safely into the

future is practically non-existent. To compound this tragic state of

affairs, a sense of national identity and loyalty to America, the pride in

being an American and concern for the well being of future

generations of Americans are vanishing, replaced by mass obliv-

iousness. Teaching children about America’s uniqueness and the

history of our country is being replaced by a rewritten version

according to the views of “modern” educators and by multiculturalism

in the classroom. There is no sense of appreciation, gratitude and

respect for the knowledge that has been handed down from past

generations and the importance of preserving and improving on it.

Our historical past is either being twisted beyond recognition or wiped

out entirely. 

At the same time, mechanistic scientists are telling us that we know

everything there is to know about the universe, except for finding the

“ultimate particle” for all things. This is a distorted idea that is based

on the fact that mechanistic science itself, not genuine science, is at a

dead end. This belief is highly destructive because it discourages

talented young people who still have a sense of the life within them

from entering the physical sciences as a career. 

From an economic perspective, people’s sense of the healthy forces

governing and sustaining our freedom to work and live as we please is

being systematically destroyed. Most are oblivious to and couldn’t care

less about the enormous number of federal regulations being

introduced into law in the name of social improvement. These

thousands and thousands of regulations have the function of confusing

and immobilizing people, forcing them to jump through essentially

unnecessary hoops in order to do what they want to do. 

Most young Americans do not know or have forgotten that the

reason their families came to these shores was to have a better life than

what they had elsewhere. With no sense of gratitude for the good

fortune to live in peace and harmony, they take living in America for

granted. They keep themselves preoccupied and focused on the trivia
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in their daily lives and on the distractions provided by the

entertainment industry and the media. When they become anxious,

which is a symptom of their underlying emotional problems, people

typically seek more distractions and/or resort to alcohol, marijuana,

other street drugs or psychiatric medication for relief. Or, they

displace their personal problems outward and blame life in America

for their misery and unsatisfying existence. 

Because it often has highly destructive social consequences,

human cluelessness is not a matter to be taken lightly. Some of the

greatest social disasters of modern times would not have happened

had it not been for the clueless state of a few dozen incompetent

leaders in government.

For example, World War I can rightly be considered the greatest

disaster of the 20th century. It triggered the disasters that followed,

from the rise of the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany to World War II

and the Cold War. Yet, people are still clueless about the underlying

reason for this war. The current state of knowledge about its cause is

limited to a discussion of political, territorial and economic factors.

But these factors were the result of the actions of individual political

and government leaders, the consequences of their pathological

characterologically based behaviors. This has been unrecognized or

ignored because, until now, the social and political sciences have had

no way of understanding them. From a functional perspective,

however, a characterological understanding of the central leaders and

the pathological interactions between them during and after this

conflict reveal that their particular individual and sociopolitical character

structure determined how their real life drama precipitated both World Wars.4

In other words, each war was the result of irreconcilable political differences and

pathological patterns of behavior determined by the individual and socio-

political character structure of these protagonists.

Here are some specific examples.

• At the outbreak of the First World War between Germany and

England in 1914, President Wilson, a pseudo-liberal intellectual,

4Differences in the pattern of armor determines the political thinking and behavior of
people on the left and the right. See Chapter 13 in Man in the Trap by Elsworth Baker
for a description of the sociopolitical character types.
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assured the world that America would remain neutral and never

get involved in the conflict. Instead of keeping his promise, he

permitted munitions and armaments to be shipped to England.

Predictably, the Germans responded by attacking American

ships. By saying one thing and doing another, Wilson sided with

the Allies and, in effect, guaranteed America’s entrance into the

war, which, according to Wilson, was to be “The War to end all

Wars.”  For the first time in U.S. history, America became deeply

involved in international politics, socially, militarily and

economically. Following the war, attempting to address post-war

issues through politics, Wilson’s idealism, his “progressivism”

and his flagrant use of executive prerogative was pivotal in

shaping the catastrophic events that led to the Second World

War and what followed thereafter. 

• The two World Wars would never have happened had it not been

for the particular sociopolitical character structure and the

clueless state of the political leaders in Britain and Germany: the

characterological liberals in power on the political left in England

and the characterological reactionary and fascist leaders on the right

in Germany. Prior to the start of both global conflicts, the British

grossly underestimated the aggressive nature of Germany’s

military ambitions. They also believed that wars were a thing of

the past and, therefore, there was no need to prepare for the

possibility of an armed conflict. German leaders, on the other

hand, grossly underestimated the destructive global con-

sequences of their aggressive ambitions.   

• Roosevelt (FDR), a true liberal sociopolitical character, would

never have agreed to allow Josef Stalin, the Soviet tyrant, to take

control of Eastern Europe after World War II if he had any sense

of the dictator’s malignant character structure and his plans to

turn those countries into Communist puppet states. But

Roosevelt’s gullibility, a characteristic of the true liberal’s

relationship with communists, prevented him from seeing the
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evil in Stalin for what it was.5

These two examples illustrate the importance of understanding

the sociopolitical character structure of today’s political leaders

because this is the primary determinant of their thinking and

behavior. Other current examples are given throughout Clueless.

To round out the uncertain state of the Free World today, it is

necessary to point out that, unlike ordinary people, the great tyrants

and perpetrators of human evil are well-aware of the general state of

humanity’s cluelessness and know how to exploit it to their advantage.

Here is what the political genius Adolph Hitler wrote in Mein

Kampf “...[I]n the big lie there is always a certain force of credibility;

because the broad masses of a nation are more easily corrupted in the

deeper strata of their emotional nature than consciously or

voluntarily; and thus in the primitive simplicity of their minds they

more readily fall victims to the big lie than to the small lie, since they

often tell small lies in little matters but would be ashamed to resort to

large scale falsehoods. It would never come to their heads to fabricate

colossal untruths, and they would not believe that others would have

the impudence to distort the truth so infamously.” [italics added] 

Hitler, a paranoid psychopath, fully understood and took

advantage of people’s credulousness resulting from their chronic state

of cluelessness. From the way social conditions are declining, it is safe

to conclude that absolutely nothing has been learned from even recent

past history to prevent future social calamities. The rise of overt anti-

semitism in Europe, in both violent and socially “acceptable” forms,

and the rise of Islamic fascism in the Middle East and throughout the

world, including America, is clear evidence of this.6 Meanwhile,

ordinary daily life goes on with people’s predictable non-response to

the background noise of noxious social events, large and small.

Considering this reality, the clueless masses of people must be

held equally responsible with their tyrants for bringing evil-doers to
5Churchill and others tried to warn Roosevelt about the Soviet leader but Roosevelt was
convinced he could be trusted. Referring to Stalin, FDR said, “Don’t worry. I’ll take
care of Uncle Joe.”
6Europe is increasingly becoming a recruiting ground for jihadists heading to Syria
and Iraq to join terrorist groups like the Islamic State. The threat from terrorists
holding a U.S. passport is rising.
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power and the mayhem that results. Other specific examples of human

cluelessness in everyday life are presented below.

Fundamental changes in the individual and sociopolitical

character structure of people and their societies are occurring

worldwide and no one has a clue as to what is happening and why. At

the same time, because of the emotional plague, the forces for social

freedom and the repressive forces opposing them are being turned

upside down—forces traditionally valued as good are being exploited

for evil purposes. “For Allah’s wishes” is the reason given by Islamic

extremists to justify breaking up existing Arab states and governments

in the Middle East and establishing a Caliphate. Considered the

political and religious heir of the prophet Muhammed himself, the

Caliph will therefore be the ruler over all Muslims.  

Meanwhile, leftists in the West including especially Barack Obama,

seem to be clueless about the underlying significance of these events.

The American President, however, is an emotional plague character who

conceals his hatred of America behind a mask of obliviousness and

apparent incompetence. His function in the executive office, judged

by the destructive effect of his words, behavior and actions, is to do as

much damage as he possibly can to America with the goal of

destroying what has made her great. Without exaggeration, this will

lead to the destruction of recognizable civilized life on this planet.

On the local and national level, only the most superficial aspects

of events are reported by the liberal media and impressed on the

public’s awareness as important. This “news” exists for a brief moment

in the public’s mind only to be replaced by other information deemed

newsworthy by the media. The deeper undercurrents and significance

of bio-social events pass by completely unnoticed or ignored.

Until recently, America was the major force protecting the core

functions of human life not only in practice in this country but also, in

principle, throughout the world. This is still the reason that people

flock to America. However, in the past, people in America had at least

some degree of emotional contact with a sense of the core functions of

life. Identified by our Founding Fathers in the broadest terms as the
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right to “ life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness,” these functions

were based on the knowledge that was available to them at the time.7

Thanks to leftist radicals in America and their morality of political

correctness, these principles and the living significance our unique

history has had for the world are being undermined. The state of

being out of touch with the core functions of life is true of the general

public today and the politicians in government who have been elected

to serve them.    

We must conclude that there is an ever-present process of

censorship and collective amnesia that is operating on a mass social scale.

It functions to destroy people’s emotional contact with themselves and

with others. As a result, the fabric of our nation is being ripped apart.

It has the same deadening effect on a social scale that repression

(psychic amnesia) has on individuals: it prevents people from being in

touch with themselves and learning from their personal experience.

The same senseless mistakes are made over and over again with ever

increasing destructive consequences.

Today, this tragic process of mass amnesia and obliviousness

resulting in social deterioration has placed the United States as a

strong and free nation in great jeopardy. Unrecognized by so many,

America is at the mercy of ideological fanatics from the left (pseudo-

liberal/communists) who are actively operating nationally to advance

their “progressive” agenda and fanatics on the right (Islamic fascists,

Islamists, etc.) operating internationally to destroy what remains of

freedom in the world.

The left acts subversively and its destructiveness is often insidious.

By contrast, the destructiveness of the Islamic fascist on the extreme

right is more transparent since it is expressed through overt acts of

violence. Fascists, however, are learning from radicals on the left

about the subtle art of dissembling and seeming to be part of the

mainstream of American life. 

It is a common misconception to think that there is a conscious,

well-thought-out conspiracy by extremists on a national level to take

control of and destroy America. This is a mystical belief resulting from

7These social functions have recently been clarified and provided with a biological
foundation.



not recognizing the reality of the emotional plague as a disease and

how it operates. The destructive behavior of political extremists on the

left and the right is second nature to them. It is in their emotional

plague character structure that operates spontaneously within them. 

The reason that people are clueless about these essential facts is that because

of their armor, they are out of contact with what is biological within themselves

and how it governs their life.

Scientific books for the lay public are written in a popularized style

that provides information while, at the same time, entertaining the

reader. Clueless can never be a best seller because it requires readers to

look inward at themselves and this can often be emotionally painful

and disturbing.

The reader must approach this material with an open mind, that

is, without assuming any prior knowledge about what is being

presented. Easier said than done, this can be difficult because the

individual, their brain and intellect try to “make sense” of things

according to what is already “known.” This refers to the reality that,

without being aware of it, people have been thoroughly educated in

and accept without question the prevailing mechanistic-mystical view

of the world. It is, however, a narrow thought system that is valid only

in the realm of machines, not in nature. Furthermore, what the

mechanistic scientist actually observes in nature is erroneously

explained in a mystical fashion. This mechanistic-mystical closed

system of thought is often justified by saying that “there is nothing new

under the sun.” But this itself is an often subtle, dismissive

preconception. It does not mean that everything “under the sun” is

actually known.

One must be able to step out of the mechanistic-mystical

paradigm in order to have a true grasp of nature. We will show that a

new way of thinking is needed, functional thinking, one that is in

accord with how nature functions, one vastly different from that

which predominates today. 

Clueless starts with an orientation to the phenomenon of human

cluelessness from a historical viewpoint. This is followed by a
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presentation of its signs and symptoms. Functional thinking, and the

functional perspective, essential to understanding healthy and

pathological social processes, including the bioenergetic functions

operating within and between people, is discussed.

The second part of Clueless describes the widespread consequences

of human cluelessness, including people’s attempt to reestablish

contact through substitute forms of contact. Next, a brief presentation

is given of the functional relationship between the perceptual function

and thinking both from the standpoint of health and from the

pathological manifestations that result in cluelessness. The focus then

turns to people’s general state of confusion about vital areas of human

functioning and how this interferes with their ability to recognize and

confront the enormous problem of the emotional plague that is

ravaging America and other societies worldwide. 

Finally, there is an evaluation of America’s current vitality from a

functional perspective. It is a follow-up to the final chapter of my

previous book, Neither Left Nor Right, from a bio-social perspective in

the continued attempt to shed light on our society’s general state of

emotional and economic sickness and the resultant decline in human

individual and social functioning. 

The signs and symptoms of people’s cluelessness must first be

recognized before social problems can be rationally addressed. Many

of the solutions to these social and political situations become self-

evident once the problems are presented in a clear fashion. The focus

on the functional perspective has the effect of “cluing in” the person

to what is happening: the object of study then becomes accessible. For

example, raising the question, Why do people on the political left and the

right view the same situation differently? was addressed in Neither Left Nor

Right. It was answered from a sociological perspective: conflicting views

originate from differences in people’s sociopolitical character structure.

Clueless provides a comprehensive understanding of this important

phenomenon of people’s perceptual disturbance from the bio-

psychiatric perspective of ocular armoring. 
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Similarly, differences in the cognitive functioning of those on the

political left and the right are related to qualitative and quantitative

differences in their ocular functioning. Until recently, the right made no

claim to have solutions to social problems except a desire to return to

the “tried and true ways” of the past. Now, if asked for more specific

answers, they can only provide some variation of legislative programs

they have been forced to come up with by pressure from the left. By

contrast, despite high individual and collective self-regard for their

intellectual abilities, the left’s idealism manifested in seeking political

solutions to social problems is a highly destructive consequence of

ocular armor. It functions as an excitant to expression of the

emotional plague by supporting the sociopolitical agenda of the

“progressive,” pseudoliberal/communist far left. This is evidence that

those on the left generally have greater ocular armor than those on

the right and are therefore more clueless regarding social and political

matters.

Armed with a biologically based medical approach to social

symptoms, it is possible to arrive at a satisfactory understanding of the

following pathological social phenomena:

• The origin of the ideological conflicts between the political left

and the right. 

• The origin of the political left’s ideological blindness that

triggers the emotional plague. 

Conversely, these problems cannot be effectively addressed or

even raised according to the ways that people currently think. This is

unfortunately true because people are oblivious to the ways that they

think and take their cognitive functioning for granted. In fact,

people’s lack of awareness of their thought processes is another

destructive manifestation of their general state of cluelessness.  

Raising these social questions immediately makes obvious their

common denominator: people’s tendency not to see, feel and think clearly

and without distortion about what is happening within and around them.

One is forced to conclude that there must be a profound disturbance



in people’s perceptual functioning that prevents them from seeing

and thinking clearly.

A symptom of people’s cluelessness is how they think about and

interpret the world politically. The essence of this is their ideology

which is defined as a fixed way of perceiving and thinking. It usually

consists of one-sided, moralistic rationalizations. The ideology of the

left is justified by accusing the right of war-mongering which supports

the rich, greedy “capitalists” and not caring enough for the less

fortunate. The ideology of the right is justified by accusing the left of

promoting unworkable, “socialist” programs. The morality of the left

is based on the belief in unlimited freedom and in the perfectibility

of all humans. The morality of the right is based on “freedom within

the law” and recognition of the inherent limitations, irrationality and

potential destructiveness of all human beings. Both views are partly

accurate but they function defensively because they support fixed

belief systems. They prevent the individual from seeing the ways that

the other side is right and the views that they share in common. As a

result, they go about endlessly antagonizing and blaming the other

side for society’s woes. 

In today’s highly polarized society, ideological and moralistic

thinking trumps all. Many are becoming frustrated with the ineptness

of politicians and with the practice of “politics as usual.” Disillusioned

with politics, they are coming to the conclusion that the democratic

process itself is unworkable. But it is not democracy that is the

problem. It is the armored people living in it that are unable to live

democratically and their inability to find a way to prevent further

social disintegration.

Also serving a defensive function, people blame themselves for

problems for which they are not responsible. In both cases, blaming

others and themselves, the act of blaming avoids honestly looking

introspectively at what is actually happening within and without, and

this perpetuates cluelessness. These accusations are feelings and ideas

originating within people that are projected outward or directed

against the self. They function to conceal personal neurotic conflicts.
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On an individual level, they operate to justify neurotic feelings such as

a desire for power and control over others, revenge on others,

personal helplessness and dependence on others for survival,

alleviation of personal feelings of guilt, anger, and so on. Often, they

operate on a social level to justify blaming America and Americans for

the troubles of the world. 

People on both sides of the political spectrum are stuck in their

respective ways of thinking which fuel their ideology. In today’s society,

the morality of the political left (“political correctness”) has replaced

the traditional, compulsive, absolute morality of the political right.

Furthermore, political correctness is a more powerful and deadlier

social force than its predecessor because it thrives on constant social

change and on destroying existing social institutions. Political

correctness in activist hands is threatening to destroy social life as we

know it. 

Clueless is written for those who can step outside the traditional

mechanical and mystical ways of seeing and thinking and who can

recognize that there is a more satisfactory way of viewing the world, a

way that corresponds to actual natural processes. 

In summary, from a bio-psychiatric perspective, the content of

Clueless centers around a single subject, people’s lack of genuine

emotional contact (their “cluelessness”) with themselves, with others,

and with current events vital to their survival. This universal state of

being has prevented people throughout the ages from having access to

the knowledge that for the first time in human history is now available,

the self-regulatory core functions of love and work.
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What Does Orgonomy Bring to
Working With Couples?*

Peter Crist, M.D.

Abstract

Training seminars provide an opportunity to elucidate and clarify basic

concepts; here, applying orgonomic concepts to couples therapy. Two of these

concepts specific to orgonomy are the bioenergetic basis of emotional contact, the

integration of excitation and perception, and the understanding that couples

can function bioenergetically as attractive or antagonistic opposites. The

discussion describes how these concepts are utilized in the treatment of couples

and also demonstrates aspects of the process of teaching functional ideas.

Trainee A: There are many models of couples therapy and each one

has its own way of saying, “If this is going on, this is what the

therapist should do.” Orgonomy has taught me a great deal,

especially about character. But character is deep. Other than

looking at character, how would you formulate what orgonomy

brings to working with couples?

Dr. Crist: I find several concepts unique to orgonomy particularly

useful in working with couples. The first relates to the bioenergetic

basis of contact as the integration of excitation and perception. In

any relationship, at any given time, one person embodies the

function of excitation as “the excitant” and the other the function

of perception as “the percipient,” with these alternating between

the two individuals. 

Another concept unique to orgonomy is the understanding

that a couple can function bioenergetically either as attractive

opposites or antagonistic opposites. When excitation and

*This article is an edited and expanded transcript of a discussion that ensued in
response to a question a social orgonomy Trainee A asked Dr. Peter Crist in the ACO
Social Orgonomy Case Presentation Seminar on Saturday, February 1, 2014. It followed
a couples therapy case presentation by Trainee B.
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perception in the relationship don’t integrate, a lack of emotional

contact results. The two are not “in synch,” they move in opposite

directions and the pair is antagonistic in orgonometric terms. This

is different than antagonism in the traditional meaning of the

word, which typically describes feelings of animosity or to engage

in disagreement. On the other hand, when two people are drawn

to each other and excitation and perception integrate, they form

attractive opposites even if they disagree or argue. The goal of any

relationship-oriented therapy is to improve emotional contact and

turn antagonistic opposition into attractive opposition.

Trainee B: I understand what you are saying but how do you

“operationalize” it?

Dr. Crist: That’s harder to put into words but it essentially involves

seeing and sensing what is happening between the two. For

example, right now the excitation resides in this person but the

other person does not perceive it. In that case I will say to them,

“So, did you see what just happened here?” That’s part of what I am

doing operationally with a couple all the time—being aware which

one is the excitant, which one is the percipient. And/or which

function is actually missing at that moment? Every time I say

something like, “It looks like something just came up.” or, “What

just happened?” I am introducing perception into the interaction.

At other times I will sense someone not letting the connection

happen by putting a lid on things, keeping the excitation down.

The other person might be right there, ready to perceive. Since

that person is already open to being the percipient I’ll address the

question to them, “What just happened?” This may help a person

who is shut down to express themselves, as the excitant, because at

that moment they feel safer having been seen and heard.

Trainee B: If you have two volatile people, what do you do then, if

there is a volcano in the room?

Dr. Crist: In the article I wrote about the biosocial basis of couples

therapy (Crist 1993, 2006) I made a distinction between inhibited



and volatile types of couples. I think that differentiation still

stands. If both are the excitant simultaneously the therapist has to

bring in perception. Sometimes the only way to do that is to have

one of them leave the room. This might even continue for many

sessions. One couple I worked with started yelling at each other as

soon as we sat down together. We got nowhere. They exhibited a

lot of excitation but no emotional contact. I met with them

separately to look at the effect they each had on the relationship. I

could only do this without both of them in the same room stirring

each other up.

Dr. Whitener: That makes me also think about what you said before to

Trainee B about staying with the couple “in the moment.” And

what Freud said about making the unconscious conscious. So

sometimes that’s a matter of perception.

Dr. Crist: Right.

Dr. Whitener: If there’s perception but everything is too flat

emotionally then it has to be the excitation that is disturbed.

Dr. Crist: Yes—

Dr. Whitener: You need to talk or chat or do something—

Dr. Crist: Right—

Trainee B: Stir the pot.

Dr. Whitener: Yes. The interaction must be excited enough and with

enough perception for contact to occur.

Dr. Crist: That’s when I sometimes say to a couple, “OK. I want each of

you to tell me something that’s been on your mind that you have

wanted to tell the other but you’ve held back.” I indicate to one,

“You identify what’s on your mind” and then to the other “And

what about you?” I often leave it to them to pick which issue they

want to get into first. By doing this I am helping them set up a real

situation with readymade excitation.

Trainee A: So it seems it’s actually not all that hard to operationalize.

It’s a matter of addressing and expressing feelings and the other

person hearing them.
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Dr. Crist: Yes, feelings. Is affect, in other words emotional expression,

evident? Is there excitation? The other is perception, which is

more than hearing. Does the other person hear their mate, see

them, and “get” them? How full is the perception? For me this is

social orgonomy, when we use an understanding of orgone energy

functions in the realm of human interactions. We see in clinical

practice that these two principles, the understanding of emotional

contact and the orgonometric understanding of the difference

between attractive and antagonistic pairs, are simple, useful,

practical tools.

Trainee A: You haven’t mentioned character. I hear a lot about it in

terms of individual therapy. Do you also use character as a tool in

couples therapy?

Dr. Crist: A very good question. It is most certainly a valuable tool in

working with couples but how I use it in couples therapy is

different than when I treat an individual. If we look at character

functionally we can understand it as the organism’s characteristic

way of managing the intensity of contact with disturbing emotions

and sensations to keep from being overwhelmed. From this

perspective a character diagnosis denotes a shorthand to describe

the specific way a person affects contact with him or herself.

Clearly, this not only has direct implications for how that individual

manages their excitation and their perception with themselves but

also how they interact with someone else.

Trainee B: Can you give examples of how each of them is affected?

Dr. Crist: The simplest is to compare what in some ways represents the

classical extremes of character, the obsessive-compulsive and the

hysteric. The obsessive-compulsive character deadens excitation,

the basis of his emotional flatness, his affect block. At the same

time he usually has conscious and fairly full perception in the

realm of thoughts, although not usually accompanied by

emotional charge. The hysteric, in contrast, is flooded with

excitation but her perception is typically blocked so she is not
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conscious of the source of the excitation. This is the basis of

hysterical dissociation. 

Trainee A: So how do you use this in couples therapy?

Dr. Crist: In that setting I am not primarily focused on changing the

individual’s character to help them overcome the block to contact

with themselves. But understanding the specific way and the basis

for how each person affects excitation and perception in their

interactions in the relationship is valuable. In treating an

individual the character diagnosis is much more in the forefront of

my awareness because it is what I am specifically working on with

the patient. In treating a couple, on the other hand, the character

diagnoses are more in the back of my mind and pertinent to how

each person specifically interferes with contact in the relationship. 

Trainee A: Thank you for clarifying these principles. Is there anything

else you can say about what orgonomy brings to working with

relationships?

Dr. Crist: Several months ago Dr. Apple asked me, “We talk about

helping the person make contact. What does that really mean?” It

made me realize that to talk about “making contact” is a misnomer

because contact happens spontaneously. What we actually address

is, “What interferes with the spontaneous process of the integration

of excitation and perception in creating contact?” What orgonomy

brings is the understanding that we don’t have to help people make

contact. Instead, we help them recognize and remove the

impediments to the natural process of contact occurring. 

Early in my career in working with couples they often asked,

“Are you going to be able to help us stay married?” I would say, “I

don’t know.” At that point I didn’t yet have the understanding I

have now about the process but I’d say, “I can help you look at

your relationship and it will go where it will go.” I had a sense that

we were working with something spontaneous even though I

didn’t yet have an explicit understanding about it. I certainly

didn’t yet know that contact would either happen or it would not

and that our work entails recognizing and removing the
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impediments to that spontaneous process and then seeing what

happens between the two individuals in their relationship.

I want to underscore that no discipline other than orgonomy

brings this understanding that living processes happen spon-

taneously. That this is the natural order of the universe.

Trainee A: That seems so right. Thank you.

Dr. Crist: Because of its importance, I’m sure we will revisit this many

times.

Trainee A: There are so many people who have been “in orgonomy,”

studying it, in therapy and talk about contact in that other way as

if it’s something that can be made to happen. It’s easy to lose sight

of the spontaneous aspect.

Dr. Crist: Yes. The other view treats contact as something mechanical

and deadens it. If you study orgonometry, you know that two

functions coming together and fusing is the creation equation.

Trainee A: Right.

Dr. Crist: This means that every moment of contact is a new creation.

When you experience genuine contact you have the sense that this

has never happened before. Why after 30 years of marriage you

can say, “Wow! I didn’t know that about my spouse. This is

something new.” 

Dr. Whitener: Or a couple falls in love all over again.

Dr. Crist: That’s why I have said, “You can’t make contact happen

anymore than you can make love happen.” 

Trainee A: Right.

Dr. Crist: They either happen or they don’t.
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Brief Clinical Report:
The True Basis of Resurrection

Peter Crist, M.D.

“It’s Good Friday. I don’t see what’s good about the day they crucified

Jesus. It’s terrible what they did to him. I’m mad at him for not

fighting back.”

My patient had been raised Catholic but was no longer a church-

going, religious person. “I’m going to have to spend Easter Sunday

dinner with my family. I don’t know how to be with my parents—who

caused me so much pain—without deadening myself.”

Recently she’d had periods of feeling much freer and was able to

be herself—lively, bright and happy. On the other hand, deep feelings

of sadness, fear and anger that she had cut herself off from in order to

survive in her family now emerged more easily and more frequently in

therapy, causing her to suffer greatly. She often felt discouraged and

expressed despair at having to face and deal with those feelings over

and over.

As she prepared to leave the session, I said, “On Easter Sunday

keep in mind that resurrection takes many forms.”

She turned to me, “What do you mean?’’

“You are in the process of resurrection. The genuine lively nature

in you is struggling to come back to life after having been deadened

just to survive in your family.”

I could see that I struck a chord with her and continued, “I think

that’s why the idea of Jesus’s resurrection affects everybody so much,

because it touches the longing in all of us to regain our natural

birthright of life that has been lost under the weight of having to

armor ourselves to survive.”

She said, “Thank you for that,” and stood up a bit straighter. I saw

that she walked out with some encouragement for the ongoing

struggle to regain her life.



Notes from the Field

Parakeet Behavior at a Clay Lick in Yansuni National
Park, Ecuador

Jack Sargent

Inside Yasuni National Park, located in the Ecuadorian Amazon Basin

along the Napo River, I observed the daily ritual of the local parakeets

visiting a clay deposit or lick. The guides told me that ingesting the

minerals found in the clay neutralized toxins contained in the seeds of

tropical trees that the parakeets feed on. This is refered to as geophagy

and is, in fact, widespread among animals. As early as 100 A.D., the

Greek philosopher and physician, Galen, described the consumption

of clay by sick or injured animals. 

When I arrived at the observation area—a thatch-roofed structure

open on all four sides with low benches—three scarlet macaws dragged

out their departure from the upper branches of several of the trees

surrounding the lick area. Small flocks of 6-12 parakeets continually

arrived, adding to the din of parakeet chatter high in the trees.

We learned that the birds take turns at the lick with the larger

macaws going first. The local ranger tracks which group occupies the

lick and tells guides when particular birds will most likely be observed.

I identified three different species of parakeet with the cobalt-winged

parakeet the most prevalent by far. A more experienced birder may

have spotted several additional species.

The lick centered around a small cave-like opening (about 4 feet

wide by 1.5 feet high) at the bottom of a steep embankment,

surrounded by a ring of mostly bare earth, with a puddle at the cave

entrance. Over the course of the next hour or so, the steadily

increasing parakeet numbers and the sound of their chatter gradually
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moved lower in the trees with one or two bolder parakeets leading the

way a branch or two at a time. No parakeet had yet arrived at the cave.

The pressure of the numerous descending parakeets and their

now ubiquitous cacophony along with a few brazen individuals’

cautious harassing of the three remaining macaws succeeded in

eventually crowding out these larger birds. At about half way in the

descent to the lick, something spooked the group causing them to all

suddenly fly back up into the treetops. In a few minutes they recovered

and descended again rather quickly to their pre-spooked positions.

The cacophony now increased in pitch and volume, losing its

chatter-like quality and becoming filled with excitement and

apparent anticipation. The leading edge of the boldest parakeets

had advanced to the outer edges of the cave. Some began eating soil

in the mostly bare soil area around the cave while others perched in

the adjacent shrubs. In an instant they began flying into the cave and

its puddle. Some stayed for only a short time so that soon a constant

stream of parakeets flew in and out with frantic, frenzied movement

and sound. The parakeets I observed leaving the cave and landing on

nearby tree branches appeared disheveled, their ruffled feathers

splotched with mud.

Flying into and out of the cave looked like an emotional release

and cathartic experience for the birds. After about 10 minutes of

streaming in and out, all the parakeets instantly and simultaneously

emerged in a pitched panic out of the cave flying in every direction

away from the cave area. Some flew under the thatched roof of the hut

so close to my face that  I felt the wind from their wings on my cheeks.

The intensity of the noise and motion froze me in place. Then the

activity ceased. The volume and pitch of the noise and the excited,

frenzied quality of the movement ended as quickly as it had begun. We

gradually gathered our group and exited the observation area. The

experience left me stunned.

Not until later, as I struggled to understand and put words to the

experience, did it dawn on me that the phenomenon that I observed

felt orgasmic because it followed Wilhelm Reich’s four-beat orgasm



formula. Tension increased as this super flock came together and

moved down in the trees. The excited, frenzied movement in and out

of the lick represented the Charge phase. The sudden dispersion

signified Discharge while the subsequent quiet in the forest

afterward indicated the Relaxation phase. I found their behavior

quite tangible as an orgasmic ritual of a super-organism made up of

hundreds of parakeets.
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Questions and Answers

Question

How do you understand the increased popularity and the plethora of

gyms, work out facilities and sports clubs in our country? There are

seven in my small town. I must admit I use one of them. This seems a

recent phenomenon—our parents and grandparents did not “work

out” or spend time in a gym.

Answer

Gyms have been around for millennia. Their appearance is recorded

in writings, mosaics, and other artworks of the early Greek and Roman

civilizations, for example. But the present-day use of them is new and

is related to deterioration in the work function and other changes in

society and individuals. Konia (2013) writes:

Many people living in today’s anti-authoritarian society have
increasingly lost contact not only with their core survival instincts
but also with their work function to varying degrees.... An
additional factor in the inability of people to work as effectively as
in the past is that machines have taken over much of the work that
was once done by manual labor. In reciprocal fashion, the
replacement of muscular work by machines further weakens
people’s contact with their ability to perform skilled or physical
labor, leaving many chronically helpless, unsatisfied or dissatisfied.
Many with a high energy level resort to sports as distraction and a
substitute way of discharging excess energy pent up in their
muscles. (page 258)

For the many who engage in extreme exercise or whose life centers

around the gym, the gym workouts serve as distraction and discharge.

Extreme focus on the gym also relates to today’s emphasis on the

superficial, in this case one’s appearance, as well as the increase in

narcissism and the compensatory push for, need for reactions from
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others due to underlying insecurity. Bodybuilding may provide a

substitute sense of worth, a view of self that work would have given in

the past. Also, in today’s society there is a general increase in ocular

armor and a decrease in physical armor in individuals. This has effects

not only on physical health and well-being but also on thinking.

There is a rational component to modern gym use, given that work

and leisure activities involve less physical activity. People may retain

enough contact to have a sense that building muscle strength and

engaging in physical movement help them tolerate anxiety, feel better

and perhaps think more clearly, at least temporarily. Medical orgone

therapy and character analysis work on a deep level to decrease ocular

armor, increase contact with and tolerance of emotion, improve

perception of the world and think more clearly. They do so in a

fashion that helps people build their ability to feel better, function

more effectively and sustain this improvement and well-being.

Question

Why are TV talk shows so popular?

Answer

The popularity of TV talk shows is related to the loss of respect for,

lack of recognition of, and even contempt for rational authority that

has developed as society has transformed from an authoritarian to an

anti-authoritarian social structure. “Anything goes” and political

correctness have left people confused, anxious, immobilized, and

without a clear sense of direction or how to proceed in life. In a

friendly, relaxed or fashionably contentious atmosphere and with an

attitude of “we are all equals” and apparent heartfelt concern, talk

shows provide just enough emotion and entertainment to serve as

distraction and substitute contact. That is, they give the appearance of

meaningful connection between people. From this stance, all manner

of direction and advice can be given, and merchandise and brand

names endorsed, recommended and sold.



Konia gives an in-depth analysis of the situation:

In today’s anti-authoritarian world, a sense of the word of God from
above has largely been lost and, as a result, people are more or less
completely adrift with no sense of their roots in nature. There has
been deterioration in the work function as increasing numbers are
losing the ability to perform any type of productive labor. Direction
from authority has been replaced by direction from one’s peers [italics
added]. Public opinion is influenced and shaped by self-
proclaimed ‘experts’ in the various fields of science, politics, the
media and the advertising industry. They assume they know what is
best for others and how people should think and act. This tendency
to know what is best for others has extended to people’s personal
relationships, to those who give advice to individuals unhappy with
their lives. Bookstore shelves are lined with self-help books of every
kind written by people who feel qualified to tell a needy, confused,
hapless public what to want, what to feel, what to eat, what to wear,
how to behave, who to vote for, and so on. (page 251)

The aspect of people feeling qualified to tell others what is best for

them applies to the talk show genre. Konia concludes the above-

quoted paragraph this way, “Of course, ‘cashing in’ monetarily or

publicity-wise [in the process of] helping the masses doesn’t hurt

either.” (page 251) Thus, economic gain and the accumulation of

power and influence, perhaps well-intended, drive the personalities

and sustain the programs, just as they are sustained by the public’s

contactless need and ability to stay with the superficial.

Virginia Whitener, Ph.D 
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Communications and Notes

Orgonomy in Europe

Although many individuals and groups in Europe represent

themselves as practicing medical orgone therapy, Theodota Chasapi,

M.D., Thessaloniki, Greece, Alberto Foglia, M.D., Lugano-Paradiso,

Switzerland, and Vittorio Nicola, M.D., Torino, Italy are the only

physicians practicing in Europe who are recognized as such by the

American College of Orgonomy.

In addition, the American College of Orgonomy recognizes only

those orgonomic events and programs in Europe affiliated with,

organized, and sponsored by these medical orgonomists.

The VI International Conference of the American College of

Orgonomy originally planned for April 5-6, 2014 in Milan has been

postponed until further notice. 

Announcements 

The ACO Social Orgonomy Committee’s Public Presentations

During the Spring/Summer 2014 season the ACO continues with a

“Variations on a Theme” approach to events open to the public. 

Spring 2014 “Variations” include “Are You Satisfied with Your

Work Relationships” presented by Dr. Peter A. Crist, April 5, 2014.

Then, the ACO Movie Night features the Charlie Chaplin classic silent

film “Modern Times” with Drs. Phillip Heller and Susan Marcel

exploring the topic of work relationships with the audience. And, on

May 16, 2014 during “Conversations with an Orgonomist” Dr. Peter A.

Crist follows up on his presentation “Are You Satisfied” with a

discussion of how to improve work relationships.

On May 31, 2014 the Social Orgonomy Series continues with

“There Must be More to Life.” These are real-life stories about people
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finding more to life through therapy presented by orgonomists Phillip

Heller, M.D., Salvatore Iacobello, M.D., and Dale Rosin, D.O.,

moderated by Peter A. Crist, M.D. The movie “Gravity” follows at the

ACO Movie Night on July 19, 2014 with the post-film open discussion

with Drs. David Holbrook and Susan Marcel.

Looking forward to the Fall 2014 season the ACO continues with

its “Variations on a Theme” approach. On September 27, 2014, the

presentation “The Sexual Struggle of Youth” will be given by W.B.

Apple, Ph.D. Dr. Apple will also lead an open discussion at the ACO

Movie Night on October 11, 2014 after a showing of “The Art of

Getting By,” with its theme of young love.

Plan Ahead for Winter/Spring 2015 Social Orgonomy Series Events

January 31, 2015, “Negotiating Work Politics,” an open discussion

with Peter A. Crist, M.D.

April 11, 2015, “Armored Culture, Armored People.” Presenter:

Edward Chastka, M.D.

June 6, 2015, “The French Revolution : An Example of the Emotional

Plague.” Presenters: Virginia Whitener, Ph.D. and Alberto Foglia,

M.D. 

All Social Orgonomy Presentation Series Events are held at the Paul

Robeson Center for the Arts, Princeton, NJ. The ACO Movie Night is

held at the ACO campus.

For more information about these events or to make a reservation please

visit our website, www.orgonomy.org, or call the ACO at 732.821.1144.

An ACO Special Event Fall 2014

An ACO Special Event, the staged reading of Dr. Charles Konia’s play

“On the Shoulders of a Giant:” Fictional Conversations Between

Sigmund Freud and Wilhelm Reich will take place at the Paul Robeson
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Center for the Arts in Princeton, NJ on November 15, 2014.  Tickets are

available for the evening performance by contacting the ACO.

Sociopolitical Orgonomy Course begins Fall 2014

A new Sociopolitical Orgonomy Course is beginning Fall 2014 that will

present a functional perspective on the development of politics, with

a special focus on the history of the development of the American

political system. The course will use Dr. Charles Konia’s recent book,

Neither Left nor Right: Preventing America’s Decline into Socialism, as a basic

text, and will draw from other literary sources on sociopolitics and

social orgonomy as well. Coordinated by Dr. Edward Chastka and

taught by members and clinical associates of the American College of

Orgonomy, the course has six sessions, each consisting of two one-

hour lectures from 11 AM to 1 PM on the third Saturday of each

month. Information about course dates, application and fee are

available by contacting the ACO at 732.821.1144 or by e-mail,

aco@orgonomy.org.

ACO Annual Summer Picnic

The ACO Annual Summer Picnic, an afternoon of food, fun and

conversation, lawn games and music will be held on Sunday August 24,

2014 from 1:00 to 5:00PM. Reservations are required for the picnic.

Laboratory Courses are planned for June 2014

A four-day laboratory workshop that encompasses both the

Introductory and the Advanced Workshop is periodically offered at

the ACO in Princeton. It is next planned for June 21-24, 2014. The

curriculum and lab exercises are structured to allow qualifying

participants to take the entire four days as the Advanced Workshop

and, for those just beginning their scientific studies, the first two days

comprise the Introductory Workshop. Description of the courses and

requirements for participants are found below under the heading
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“Available to the Public.” Contact the ACO for information about

applying for the laboratory workshops.

Available to the Public

Therapy Referral Service

The referral service provides qualified therapists for individuals

seeking treatment. For more information contact the ACO by

telephone, fax, or e-mail.

The ACO Reduced Fee Referral Service for Young People

The ACO is offering a referral service to provide affordable therapy

for young people who do not otherwise have the financial means to

pursue therapy. Prospective candidates will meet with a medical

orgonomist to be evaluated for eligibility for referral. All medical

orgonomists accepting patients as part of the referral service are

trained by the American College of Orgonomy. Contact Ms. Debra

Sansanelli at the ACO for more information.

Invitational Lectures, Seminars and Workshops

The ACO periodically presents lectures and seminars at its

headquarters in Princeton as well as onsite at other locations.

Individuals or organizations interested in having a presentation on a

specific topic should contact Peter Crist, M.D. at the College.

Website

The ACO has an extensive website designed to introduce the science

of orgonomy and the ACO to the world. A wide variety of articles

selected from the Journal of Orgonomy are presented in their entirety

including many case histories illustrating the theory and method of

medical orgone therapy. Also available at this site is a news section and

information about the ACO and its programs. The ACO website

address is www.orgonomy.org.
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Introductory Laboratory Workshop in Orgonomic Science

This two-day workshop is offered periodically. It is given so that

interested individuals with or without scientific training can have the

opportunity to observe orgonomic phenomena through hands-on use

of the microscope and other laboratory apparatus. The educational

approach includes demonstrations, lectures, and film. The workshop

includes the microscopic study of bions, the natural organization of

protozoa from grass, and an introduction to the Reich Blood Test.

Atmospheric orgone is observed and measured thermically and

electroscopically. The effects of the orgone energy accumulator are

observed and its principles demonstrated. Orgonomic principles of

weather formation and cosmology are elucidated. 

The workshop is organized under the direction of Dee Apple,

Ph.D. The teaching staff includes Drs. Dee Apple, Howard Chavis,

and Peter Crist, Mr. Steven Dunlap, Drs. Robert Harman and

Raymond Mero, and Mr. Jack Sargent. The fee for the introductory

course is $500. Application forms are available from the ACO.

The Advanced Laboratory Workshop in Orgonomic Science

This four-day advanced workshop allows the student to more

thoroughly explore orgonomic biology and physics through direct

experience and experiment. It is reserved for those with medical or

other scientific training. This course is a prerequisite for certification

by the American Board of Medical Orgonomy.

The workshop includes in-depth microscopic study of bions, the

natural organization of protozoa from grass, the development of life

from mass-free orgone energy, an introduction to the Reich Blood

Test, and the study of blood and tissue of cancer mice. The

atomospheric orgone is observed and measured thermically and

electroscopically. The effects of the orgone energy accumulator are

observed and its principles elucidated. Time is allowed for individual

research projects which are presented in brief on the fourth day.
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The workshop is organized under the direction of Dr. Peter Crist. Dr.

Charles Konia contributes his long experience in orgonomic research to

discussion of the individual projects. The fee for the advanced course is

$1,000. Application forms are available from the College.

Reich Blood Test

The Reich Blood Test for the evaluation of bioenergetic charge is

available by physician request and is performed at the Elsworth F.

Baker Oranur Research Laboratory in Princeton, NJ. For more

information contact Howard Chavis, M.D. at the ACO.

College Subscription Sponsorship Program

The ACO accepts sponsorship from individuals interested in offering

in-print issues of the Journal of Orgonomy (volume 11 to current) to an

alma mater or university library. The cost is only $75. A subscription to

the Journal of Orgonomy will then commence at the standard

subscription rate. If you are interested in sharing advances in

orgonomic science with others, please contact the ACO.

Available to Professionals

The American Board of Medical Orgonomy is an authoritative and

responsible body of physicians whose primary function is the setting of

standards and testing for qualification to practice orgonomic psychiatry

and medicine. Board certification in medical orgonomy requires that

candidates have graduate training in psychiatry, pass the specialty board

examination in that discipline, undergo characterological and

biophysical restructuring by a qualified medical orgonomist, receive at

least three years of didactic, clinical, and laboratory instruction by

qualified instructors in medical orgone therapy, and pass written and

oral examinations in orgonomic theory and practice.

Training in Medical Orgonomy for Physicians

The ACO offers training in medical orgonomy to qualified physicians in

the fundamentals of orgonomic medical science, clinical assessment of
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character structure, character analysis, and psychiatric orgone therapy.

Training consists of personal characteranalytic and biophysical

restructuring, laboratory workshops in orgone biology and biophysics,

didactic and clinical seminars, and clinical case supervision. The

program was originally designed and directed by Elsworth F. Baker,

M.D., who was appointed by Dr. Reich in 1950. It is now under the

direction of Charles Konia, M.D., Chairman of the Committee on

Training and Education. Members of the Committee include Peter

Crist, M.D. All interested applicants can request an application form

from Charles Konia, M.D., Director of the Medical Orgonomy Training

Program, at the ACO.

The seminars include:

• Didactic Training Seminar: This seminar, which meets eight

times a year, is a prerequisite for individuals accepted into the

training program. It is designed to provide an understanding of

emotional illness and its treatment based upon

characteranalytic and functional energetic theory and

principles. The three-year course is under the direction of Dr.

Peter Crist.

• Principles of Characteranalytic Technique: A monthly

continuing case seminar for physicians on the use of

characteranalytic technique, under the direction of Dr. Peter

Crist.

• Orgone Therapy—Beginning Phases: A monthly seminar that

focuses on diagnosis based upon characteranalytic and

orgonomic theory, under the direction of Dr. Charles Konia.

• The Elsworth F. Baker Advanced Technical Seminar: A

monthly seminar that focuses on case management and

medical orgone therapy technique, under the direction of Dr.

Charles Konia.
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Social Orgonomy Training Program

The Social Orgonomy Training Program of the American College of

Orgonomy offers training in the application of orgonomic principles

within the social realm. 

We accept application from candidates in two categories:

1. Social orgonomy therapists are individuals engaged in clinically

oriented work in fields that address interpersonal dynamics and

problems within social structures including work with

individuals, families, and work organizations. The requirements

for training in this category include characterological

restructuring with an approved medical orgonomist on the

training faculty, completion of or active enrollment in an

advanced degree program in an appropriate field of social

intervention such as psychology, social work, nursing, marital

and family therapy, or organizational development.

2. Other individuals who are not engaged in providing therapy but

may apply the knowledge of social orgonomy in a wide range of

fields such as those who work as teachers, administrators,

politicians, writers, businessmen, attorneys, managers, etc. The

requirements for training in this category include

characterological restructuring with an approved medical

orgonomist and at a minimum a bachelor’s degree.

The curriculum focuses on the application of bioenergetic

principles to interactions in the social realm and begins with the

Didactic Training Seminar. This is followed by an advanced social

orgonomy didactic seminar, ongoing case seminars, and individual

supervision.

Following recommendation by the candidate’s therapist, the

process of enrollment begins with a written application, which is

provided by the ACO upon request. This is followed by a personal

interview with the Social Orgonomy Training Subcommittee and ACO

Training Committee who together approve candidates for training.
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Seminar in Orgonometry

The American College of Orgonomy Seminar in Orgonometry is

available to medical and non-medical professionals who have

completed the Didactic Course and are enrolled in one of the

College’s training programs. Requirements include being recom-

mended by a medical orgonomist affiliated with the ACO and a

personal interview. 

Orgonometry is the science of functional thinking using a form of

mathematics that incorporates qualities as well as quantities.

Specialized mathematical training is not required. The seminar meets

five times a year, on a Saturday afternoon for about two hours. Tuition

is $600 a year. There is a $100 application fee. Students may begin the

seminar at any time. Those interested should contact the ACO at

732.821.1144. 
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